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New Series No. 469

67TH 111,06D RIVER
ASSOCIATION MEET
OPENS WEDNESDAY
Annuel Convention of Baptist Churches to be at
New Bethel
2,000 EXPECTED AT
TWO-DAY SESSIONS
klundreds of Calloway county
members of the Missionary Baptist
Church are planning to attend the
67th annual sessions of the famed
Blood River Asseeieti-on, which will
open next Wednesday at the New
Bethel Baptist church, about four
miles west of Benton in Marshall
county. More than 2,000 attended
the two days session last year
which were held. at tale West Fork
Baptist church in this county.
Local interest in the meeting,
which includes practically all the
churches In Western Kentucky and
Western Tennessee is heightened
by the fact that two Calloway
cciunty ministers hold the responsible offices of Moderator and Assistant Modsrator. They are the
Rev. R. F. Gregory and the Rev.
J. H...ghurman. The Rev. J. E.
Skinner, former pastor of the First
Baptist eburia. Murray. who retired last October, was moderator
of the 1935 sessions. The Rev. L.
V. .Henson, who has preached in
tins county for many years and is
well known and admired here, is
clerk, an office he has held continuously since 1920.
Formed la 1870. the association
has met annually in October since
that time without a single exception. It is one of the oldest and
of
known
associations
widest
churches in the country and not
only draws thousands of visitors
from the surrounding territory but
also receives visitors from other
Baptist associations and representatives from distant churches each
year. At least. 2.000 members of
the Missionary Baptist church and.
visitors are expected at this year's
Meeting.
will continue
Th., meeting
through „Itursday and A number
GI pulpits in the surrounding section will be filled by the attending ministers Wedneliday *vesting.
Dinner is served at the church
each day.
A number of committees serve
each _year and render their ennui'
reverts at the association's meeting. Of particular interest is the
treasurer's report since the associto
liberally
ation 'eontributes
foreign missions.

M. E. CHURCH TO
DEDICATE ORGAN
Gift of Rev. W. P. Prichard;
Installation Work of
Missionary Society

25c

On Sunday morning. October 25,
11o'clock the pipe organ at
will be
Methodist church
dedicated. At that time
d n
4117Tly
ial music will be given by the
Mrs.
\cir under the direction of
T. Hicks, and at the evening
a special hour of music will
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SECTION ONE

organ was a gift to the
Rev.
Metitedlst church from the
W. P. Prichard. who was formerly
was for
pastor in this county. and
four yaw presiding elder Of the
Paris Disitrict
under
The ladies of the church,
Misthe direction of the Woman's
organ.
sionary Society installed the
beauty
The grill adds much to the
chimes
of the auditorium. The
An
also add mach to the music.
and
amplifier has been installed.
a half
the chimes may be heard for
mile or recite
is extended
A cordial invitation
the church
of
members
former
to
special
and
service,
thin
to attend
where
invitations will be sent,
addresses can be found.
given to
An invitation is also
ommuntty, to both these
the entire c
o'clock
services, morning at 11
o'clock.
and evening at 7:30
will be RalSunday. ostober 18,
Sunday School, 9:30
ly Day at the
the day is
a. yo. The goal for
any one
500.. car' will be sent to
church asking
the
call
will
who
Special invitation
for convelta".
students.
to college
pteach both
The pastor will
evening: II a. m.
Morning eld
Young People meet
and 7:30 il 1111n4- 6:30 p. rn.'
Brotherhood will have
The mess
-week meeting
charge a the mid
Wednescisli mt . 710 15' rn• pastor
0. A. Marra

.
Logan toM.Speak
Logan will
Ni. October
sen.,„Murray
22, at 7

sPeek ii,
behalf of the Democratic
P. m., in
A large
peisidemai nominee.
to attend and
ereoidoa expected
,.tor.
hear our a"

COMPLETE COVE:RAGE OP` 4LL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NW'ELY WIRE

Eggner's Ferry Bridge
Reduced Toll in Effect
Today for Trial Period
cross the Tennessee
You can
River over the Eggner's Ferry
ridge today for 55c. The 80c toll
which has been in effect since the
bridge was opened for traffic four
years ago has been ordered reduced to 55c for a trial period of
90 days by Highway Commissioner
Robert Humphreys.
Mr. Humphreys mad that if the
trial period was a success the toll
charge would be permanently reduced to the lower figure.
The 80c fare has been the highest
on any bridge in Kentucky and one
of the highest in the entire United
States,, _,It has, handicapped a free
cornrnerce between the Purchase
and the remainder of the state and
caused the cost of getting to an adjoining county seat, Murray to
Cadiz, and return, being the highest in
America, 12.70 in toll
charges alone.
The Murray Chamber of Commerce as an
and
organization
Senator T. 0. Turner as an individual have led the fight to get
these charges reduced.

WRECK KILLS ONE,
INJURES EIGHT
Collision at Dexter Crossing Sunday Night Fatal to Belknap
Salesman

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon October 15, 1936
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31 is Final
Dedication Services for New First
8,000 REGISTERED
GREGORY
NOBLE
Date to Qualify for
STATE EDUCATION October
Payment
Building
Soil
TAKES BROTHER'S— Baptist Church Set for October 25— VOTERS IN _COUNTY
PROGRAM PRAISED
Is 3 O'clock; Revival
NEALE ESTIMATES
to Begin Sun-'PLACE ON BALLOT HourMeeting
BY F.D.E.A. GROUP
day Week
No High - School Football
Games During Annual
Sessions Suggested
RICHMOND DELEGATE
- TO K. E. A. ASSEMBLY
First District high schools will be
requested to refrain from scheduling football games on the second
October—the meeting
Friday in
date of the First Educational Association. This action was taken
here October 10 in the final busi*
ness session and board meeting of
the FDEA.
Dr. James H. Richmond was appointed to fill H. L. Smith's place
in the delegate assembly of the
KF.A. Mr. Smith. by virtue of his
position in the FDEA, will also be
• member of the assembly. Mr.
Edward Blackburn, Princeton and
D. D. Crisp, Heath, were formally
elected as FDEA president and
vice-president, respectively. Crisp
is a native of Calloway county. W.
C. Jetton. Paducah, was re-elected
as a member of the board of directors. K. R. Patterson, secretary-treasurer, holds his office until June 30, at which time the
board selects the officer to that
position.
Resolutions of the respect and
work of W. V. Gregory, who died
unanimously
10, were
October
passed. President-elect Blackburn
said this year's program was one
of the best ever held here. U. S.
Senate Bill 4793 providing _for
Federal appropriation for education, was endorsed by the FDEA.

Since the department at Washington has extended -the time for
seeding grass to meet the diversion
requirements it will help farmerS
of the county in obtaining the
maximum payment for this year.
Any one in- doubt Is to where they
stand toward the payirsents should
call at the office and discuss the
matter with one of the clerks
working on this program. The
government is trying to help the
farmers of the county increase the
fertility of the soil and without
the effort on the part of the farmers it will not be able to do sp.
Farmers should try to understand
what they are required to do and
to do it before the last day of
October because the final date for
all activities of the 1.936 program
is not very far in the future.

RITES HELD FOR
MRS. ALEX CROUCH
West Fork Matron Died After Two
Years Ill Health; Burial in
Church Cemetery
Funeral services were held for
Mrs. Marina Josephine Crouch, age
76, Thursday, October 8, at West
Fork Baptist Church, who died of
complications after being in ill
health for some two years. Mrs.
Crouch died at her home near West
Fork Church.
Alex
husband.
her
Besides
Crouch, she leaves to mourn her
death, two sisters; Mrs. Thelma
Wright and Mrs. Gussie Gibsdn:
one brother, Richard Sturdevant;
two daughters, Mrs. Izetta Broach
and Mrs. Addie Jones; and four
sons, Willie, Aden, Dtxon, and
Herbert Crouch, and 20 grandchildren.
She was a member of the West
Fork Baptist Church, The Rev.
L. V. Henson conducted the funeral
services. Pallbearers were: Kenton Beach, Rex Beach, Barber
Broach, Theron Crouch, Ralph
Crouch, and Ophas Crouch. Burial
was in the church cemetery.
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Nominee Is 39 Years Old;
Has Been Banker for 19
Years
COMMITTEE CHOOSES
HIM BY 12-2 VOTE

MAYFIELD, Ky, Oct. 14—The
Democratic .Executive Committee
of the First District, meeting here
this afternoon, selected Noble J.
Gregory, Mayfield bank cashier,
to succeed his late brother, Congressman William Voris Gregory,
as the earty's Congressional nominee in the forthcelming November
election. •
After a first vote of 12 for Gregory and two ballots for Lawrence
Cooper, attorney from Benton, Dr.
S. B. Pulliam, of Paducah, who
with. Harry Miller, committeemen
from Marshall county, voted for
the election of
Cooper, moved
Gregory be made unanimous.
Gregory's name was placed .in
nomination by C. L. Gresham, of
Lyon county. and was seconded
by Rafe Jones, of Calloway county.
Miller then nominated Cooper and
Ben Allen of Christian county
seconded that nomination.
The
lop-sided vote followed immediately.
In seconding the nomination of Game Will Be Called at 8 p. m.
Gregory, Jones eulogized the late
So All Can Hear Political
Congressman and pointed out that
Speech Here
his brother was probably closer
to him than any other man. "thereThe Murray High Tigers enfore more capable of carrying out counter the Bowling Green High
af program" of the Representative. eleven on the local gridiron Friday
Gregorys-who was educated in night at 8 o'clock. Coach "Ty"
Mayfield private and public schools Holland's valiant warriors are in
arid a graduate of Mayfield high excellent shapewith the exception
school. is 39 years old. He has of Wells, end, who sustained a
served as secritary-treasurer of the sprained ankle in this week's pracMayfield School Board for 15 years. tice. He will be able to see, acis an elder in the First Presby- tion Friday night. Emerging from
terian church here, an Odd Fellow the Mayfield game with nothing
and an Elk.
but more experience chalked up
For the past 19 years he has to the mighty Tigers, they intend
been associated with the Firsr'Na- to try harder for a win.
tional Bank. having been made
,Thee•Bowling Green eleven, last
cashier of that institution four, year's conference champions, who
years ago.
defeated the Murray aggregation
last year 30-0. II5d gave them their
MitteFIRLD. Ky.. Oct.. .34—Nefske Wirdest drubbing in five years, are
J. Gregory. First District Congres- much weaker this year. Yet they
sional, nominee, said this after- are no ptistt over, and the Tigers
noon that he would carry out as will .have to scrap for dear might
nearly as possible the policies of to overcome the boys of the Hillhis brother, the late Conaresaman top town. They possess a very
W. V. Gregory.
good defensive team.
He said that "these policies were
The Murray High band will be
endorsed by the largest majority on the field to furnish pep tunes
ever given" a Democratic candidate and entertain together with the
for Congress in the First District Taterettes pep squad at the half.
at the primary last August.
It is understood that both the band
"I feel, and the voters who gave and pep squad are practicing on a
hirh that tremendous majority last number of alluring formations for
August must have felt, that the the evening.
work he had started and the work
that he had planned were good,
and _I will do my utmost to see that Hundreds Congratulate
Churchill Home on Its
that work is carried out," the
50th Anniversary Mark
young Congressional nominee said,

BOWLING GREEN
HI MEETS TIGERS

Lawrence Van Arsdale, Jr.. 23,
was killed and eight people injured in a wreck happening on the
Murray-Benton Highway near Dexter. 10 miles from Murray at 6:30
p. m. Sunday. Mr. Arsdale lived
about'-15 minutes after the colThe board accepted the treasurlision ' never gaining
conscious- er's report. The auditing comness, suffering a fractured skull, mittee, composed of P. W. Ordpuntured right eye, broken neck way, Woodwin Hutson. and Tullus
and a crushed chest. He was a rep- Chambers, complimented the secresentative of the Belknap Hard- retary-treasurer on the condition
ware Co. of Louisville, having of the books. The F.D.E.A. will
heedquartegy an Murray. His body convehe at Murray College again
was gent .1cs his home in Now next year on the second Friday
Albany. Ind„ for burial Monday. and Saturday in October.
Frank Ryan. 22. Murray, driving
Dr. Vahjamur Stefansson, deone of the cars, suffered scalp
scribed by Supt. H. L. Smith, Pawounds and minor bruises.
ducah, as the greatest living auMiss Ethyl Quarles, 21. Lone Oak,
thority on the Arctic, told an atMcCracken county, a graduate of
tentive FDEA audience here Friday
Murray State College,' and teacher
that the Arctic sea would soon be
in McCracken county school systraversed by a network of transtem, sustained scalp wounds and
continental air lines.
cuts about the throat.
Officers To Meet Saturday To
Headed by Supt. W. J. CapMiss Idelle Batts, 20, Murray
Arrange for Event on
the resolutions
State College student, of Fulton, linger', Alurray,
November 7
resolutions
up
drew
commit
tlE
wounds
and minor
suffered scalp
the
of
work
the
endorsed
which
•
cuts about the face.
The officers and leaders of the
Miss Bee Smith, 20, Murray State Kentucky Education Association, Calloway county 4-H clubs will
EduNational
the
of
activities
the
College student, from Hickman,
meet Saturday. October 17, at 10
sustained a fractured nose and cation Association, Murray State k. m. in the directors' room over
President
of
efforts
the
College,
scalp wounds_
the Bank of Murray. The purpose
Secretary-treasurer
and
Driving the other car was Brooks Smith
of this meeting is to lay definite
State
of
program
the
Patterson;
Stagg, 21, of Hardin. who suffered
plans for the Achievement Day of
a broken right legoecut left arm, Superintendent Harry Peters; the the year which is to be November
lacerated forehead, a chipped skull educational support of Governor 7 and to discuss plans for an exand other cuts and bruises about A. B. Chandler and the state legis- hibit of 4-H club projects this fall
lature; the observance of National
the head.
there will not be a fair in
approp- since
Riding with Stagg were Misses Educational Week; federal
Calloway county. This is probably
public
for
support
and
riations
°Tensile Staples, 16, and Ann Stathe most important meeting of the
ples, 18, of Hardin, who received schools. and the support of the year and officers and leaders are
press.
scalp wounds and minor injuries,
urged to make an effort to attend.
Speakers at the morning session
and Mary Glover, 15, of Hardin,
Miss °dine Swann and Miss
For the past twirl weeks the
Herbert Drennort, Evelyn Lou Lockhart of the Lyn
who receiyed a fractured nose and included Dr.
Sit_l_been
iern Bell_ Telephone company
head of Murray State College Grove club 'have entered their
scalp wounds.
-it work On telephone
The wreck occurred at the high- English department. "Welcome Ad- 4-H club dreasel in the show at lines in
the city. 0. Brown, manway intersection as Ryan drove' dress"; Homer W. Nichols, director Mayfield this week. Friday is
ager of the company in Murray,
education, Frankfort, School and 4-H Club day at the
over the small blind rise and saw of special
stated that all lines and telephones
the Stagg car in the road 'cross- "A Special Education Program"; show and any boys and girls from will be
rewired and the service
wise and could not avoid the col- W. P. King. executive secretary of this county interested are welcome will be new and much better. The
in
Teacher
Progressive
The
KEA,
lision.
to attend.
project will be,,finished about the
Ryan's car and the Blagg car a Progressive Age"; Dr. John G.
first of the year and the approxoa
were demolished. Blagg's car was Benson. aeneral superintendent
Corn fodder is being preserved imate cost is estimated near $10,hit in the middle, Ryan's car, hit .ME. Hospital, Indianapolis, Ind.; for winter feeding of stock in
000.
from the front, had both front R. E. Joggers. director of teacher 'Hancock county.
wheels driven back under the en- training, Frankfort, speaking in the
gine, the motor and hood driven_ ebsence of Supt. Peters, who was
back against the front of the body. unable to be present.
Group conferences and presidThe front windshield was broken
out by Van Arsdale as he, riding ing 'officers were:'- altendance ofIn the back of Ryan's car, was ficers group, Warden Gilbert, Pathrown out. of..ahe car and on the ducah: music, Kenneth Wells, MayMississippi College of Clinton, er said, but the Clinton eleven
adult education. Waylon
hard surface road. some 20 feet, field;
in
will be the opponent of the makes up for the disadvantage
Miss.,
economics,
home
three
skull
'Murray;
inches.
his
Rayburn,
gashing
on speed
concentrating
by
weight
ThorCollege
undefeated
was
Murray
broken Miss Elizabeth Harper. Benton;
Ryan's steering wheel
and deception.
and mashed flat against the front English. -Miss Ruth Parsons, Padu- oughbreds in a Homecoming feaStewart's Murraymen have vicof the car as his body hit it .from cah; -natural science, W. B. Moser, ture here Saturday afternoon, Oces over Georgetown, Morehead,
Murray; social science, Dual Ran- tober 17. President J. H. Richthe head on crash.
Ouachita, encountering the
Van Arsdale died after reaching dolph, Cadiz: athletics and physical mond has again invited all high and
difficulty, perhaps, in subFaint heart- education, J. 0. Lewis. Fulton; schools of the area to be guests of greatest
a Murray clinic.
duing the surprising Morehead
beats at irregular moments failed commerce. Fred M. Gingles. Mur- the college on that occasion.
Eagles 14-7, Ouachita failed to
to respond to adrenalin when in- ray; mathematics, Jack Gardner,
With threw victories in a row, display
advertised
widely
its
jected directly to his heart by the Bardwell.
expectare
the- Murray Racehorses
powerhouse attack and folded up
Music was presented throughout ing one of the toughest games of
attending physician.
week under Murray's
last
the das, by the college orchestra, the season Saturday when they 21-0
tactics.
quartet, student pianists, and stu- clash with the Mississippi Chotavas driving
Mississippile aeaigt4 is reported to
dent violinist.
in their third SIAA game. Missis- have remained
uhtynressed by
Association
decided
to meet sippi College trounced Springhill
The
Murray's power, remarking that
again at Murray State College last week, and Springhill gave
the Choctaws knew how to stop
next year.
Murray one of its severest lacings' it. Whether the wily Stewart will
The teachers at Murray High
In history in their grid encounter rely on power or launch an aerial
School are making a big effort to
here last year.
attack against the invaders recurriculum,
into the
introduce
Frosh Coach John Miller, who mains to be seen. In general.
Character Education. Miss .Hazel
week. Coach Stewart places considerable
Mississippi last
scouted
Tarry and W. B. Moser who took
brought back the report that the faith in power and straight foot.
special work in this subject the
Choctaws had a deceptive running bell; on the other hand, he has
past summer at Murray college
Conèyeusn Fred M. Vinson
and passing attack. The' two Hitt been known to pull plenty of razhave been appointed on the corn- will speak lre on Friday night
brothers, known as the "Hitt Pa- zle-dazzle stunts when the oceessim
nattee to outline the program for of this week it the court house,
the Missis- demands.
at 7 p. m., instead of Congress- rade", are features of
the Year.
sippi backfield.
Land, Cook, Organ, Henderson.
The following character traits man Spence who was scheduled
"They can pass, run And kick", Miller and Thompson are perhaps
will be stressed during the next here Thursday night.
rally is set at 7 p. Wittier mid, predicting that the Murray's best bets so far this year
HP weeks: honesty, courtesy, kinddependability—Land
ness, thatft, reliability, courage, m. so as not to interfere with the Murray Thoroughbreds would have for all-around
Organ, guard;
loyalty, cosiineration, and reverence. Murray High-Bowling Green foot- plenty of trouble in stopping the I'M Cook at tackles.
Henderson. half; Miller, full: and
ball game which will be played at shifty attack of the visitors.
Murray has a heavier team. Mill- Thdtepson, quarter.
8 p m.
Read the Classified Celan*.

4—ll ACHIEVEMENT
DAY TO BE FORMED

Telephone Company
Is Reservicing Wires

Mississippi College Meets 'Breds in
Homecoming Tilt Here Saturday

Hi School Introduces
New Program Plan

Vinson, to Speak
Here Friday Night

.mepolitical

The revival meeting begins at the
First Baptist Church Sunday, October 25, at the morning hour, and
will continue with two services
daily_pntil further announcement.
Dr. J. W. Porter of Lexington,
Ky., will be the preacher during
the meeting. Dr. Porter was editor of the Western Recorder for
14 years, he has conducted far
reaching revivals in all parts of
the country, he is recognized as
one of the outstanding preachers
of the south.
Dedicatory services of the First
Baptist Church building will take
place Sunday afternoon, October 2.5,
at 3 o'clock. This hour has been
chosen in order not to conflict with
the worship of other congregations at either the morning or
evening hour.
The most earnest invitation is
hereby extended to all'the members and friends of the church
far and wide to be present at this

Several hundred persons have
called at the J. H. Churchill Home
since last Thursday to inspect the
home and its facilities and congratlaate Mt. 'J. H. Churchill
founder of the Home and his staff.
Up to Wednesday noon 655 persons had signed the Visitors' Register in the business office and a
few had neglected to sign. Each
visitor since Thursday has been
presented with a souvenir of a
and
thermometer
combination
1937 'calendar and a copy of the
Golden Anniversary booklet, commemorative of the occasion.
Large numbers of persons are
calling each day and visitors will
be welcomed so long as they care
to come, Mr. Churchill said, in extending an invitation to all to visit
and inspect the Home at Third and
Maple • streets. A souvenir and
booklet is guaranteed fortteach one,
Mr. Churohill added.

very important and tender service.
Come and rejoice with the members who for years have labored,
prayed. denied themselves for this
very house of worship.„ which they
are to dedicate to the Lord
Almighty and to the preaching of
Gospel of the
the' Everlasting
Blessed Son of God, whom they
love Apa love to serve.
Sam P. Martin, pastor

MANY FROM HERE
AT GREGORY RITES
First District Representative la
Widely Known; Notables
Attend Funeral
A large number of Calloway
county admirers and frienctaajoined the tremendous throng that
paid the final tributes of respect at
Mayfield Monday to Judge W. V.
Gregory, first district congressman, who died at his. home there
early Saturday morning. as
Judge Gregory had been, ill of
a kidney ailment about three
months and..had been under treatment at the Mayo clinic until
•
about two months ago.
The First Presbyterian church
was over-flowed at the rites conducted Monday morning at 10
o'clock which were attended by
notables of the nation including
Senators Barkley and Logan , and
many friends in Congress from
other states.
Among those who attended from
this county were: Senator T. 0.
Turner, Representative Ben Grogan, Judge E. P. Phillips, County
Atty. R. H. Hood. Judge T. R.
Jones, Mayor W. S. Swann. Sheriff
Carl Kingins_ Tax Commissioner
Claude Anderson, Co. Supt. M. 0.
Wrather, Postmaster and Mrs.
T. Waldrop, Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
Hart, R. H. Falwell: C. A. Hale,
E. C. Jones
Dr. J. A. Outland, Raymond
Hamlin. John Keel, Chas. McCuiston, Alfred Keel, J. Bodirie Henslee,. F. B. Adams, Devo Reed. Polie
Harris.
Mr. and Mrs. Nix Harris. Mr.
and Mrs. Connie Armstrong, L.
Jones. Maynard Ragsdale, R. B.
Holland, W. E. Marberry, T. 0.
Burk, Darwin
Baucum. Luck
White,_Chas. Denham, Milton Marshall.
One of Kentucky's outstanding
public men. Congressman Gregory
was elected to Congress from the
First District in 1926, to the seventieth Congress. and was re-elected in 1928, 1930, 1932, 1934, and
received the nomination, equivalent to election, at the primary last
August.
Educated in the public schools
in Mayfield' he. enterd West Kentucky College, Mayfield, where he
was graduated with a Bachelor
of Science degree in 1896. He
studied law at Cumberland University, Lebanon, Tenn.. where he
graduated. Shortly after his return to Mayfield, where he began
the practice of law, he was elected
county, surveyor. He also was superintendent of Mayfield city schools
'
for a term.
In 1919 he was elected county
judge of Graves county which
place he held for two terms and
(Continued on page 1. 2nd Sec.)

Adjustment Checks
For 100 Available

check up in the
hurried
A
County Agent's office indicates
that possibly 100 farmers" In the
county have failed to call for their
adjustment checks who have been
notified some two weeks ago.
Checks can be held for a limited
time before they must be returned
to Washington and those proditcers having received notices should
call at this office and obtain these
checks so that books can be balAt ea meeting of the Natural anced and an accounting made in
Science teachers during the F. D.
the Disbursity Office at WashingE. A.-- moot Ato.., Foriday
on.
urday. W. B. Moser, science teacher'. at Murray High School, was
at the group. Asberry College Four
re-elected chairman'
to Sing Near Hazel
was
bit of interest
Quite a
shown toward the following pro'The Asberry College quartet. of
gram:
Dwight Crisp, principal of Heath Wilmore, Ky.. will sing at the Mt.
Church in
Methodist
High School, gave a talk, on tot- Pleasant
lections .that 'can be made in a Tenoessee. Saturday night, October
biology class. W. B. Moser then 17. and at Paris Sunday morning
read a paper on "Socialized activi- and will sing at the Nazerene
ty in the biology class." Miss Lula Church. 'Sans group is paten heard
Clayton Beale, fifth grade teacher over the radio.
at Murray High, gave a discussion
on. "How an Elementary Teacher
Makes Natural Science Practical".
After Miss Beale's discussion Jean
Ryan, a pupil of.1laiss Beale's, conJohn Overby, commercial teacher
cluded the program by showing
and discussing the Black Widow at Murray High School. spoke benumber of cognenercial
fore a
spider.
teachers at the F.D.E.A. last FriFrans are being made to open an day. Mr. Overby's topic was the
accredited hatchery at Mt. Steri- value of periodicals in commercial
teaching.
inik ic the near future. .

Mokr Re-elected As
Science_ Chairman

7,200 Democrats, 800 Re-publicans on Rolls, 1,500
Unqualified
2,000 SINCE AUGUST,
414 SATURDAY LISTED
Although it is impossible to obtain accurate figures on the Calloway county registration at this
time,. Garland Neale, chief deputy
county court clerk and one of the
most accurate political estimators
in the county; states that approximately 8,000 voters in Calloway
county have qualified for the November election by registeting at
the county clerk's office in compliance with the general registration law enacted ba, the 1936 general assembly.
Of these 8.000 the Democrats
have 7.200 and the Republicans
800, both figures in round numbers.
r
The clerk's office was extremely
busy Saturday, the last day, when
414 voters got their names on the
books. Approximately 2,000 have
registered since the August primary and most of these qualified
during the ten days prior to October 10. Scores were registered
each day.
effective
Much energetic and
work was done jay the committee
named for, that parpote at a meeting of Democratic workers with the
county chairman, C. W. Drinkard,
Friday night, _October 2. This committee consisted of Mr. Neale, M.
0. Wrather, George Hart, Ben Grogan. Jack Kennedy.-E. B. Adams,
Gardie Lassiter. -Fleetwood Crouch.
Scudder Galloway and Jim Hart.
Transportation for many voters to
the court house was arranged for
by the committee which offered it
free to anyone otherwise unable to
get a way:
It is further estimated—thetproximately 1.500 voters failed to
register and consequently will not
be able to vote in the Presidential
-election.

12 IN COUNTY GET
OLD AGE PENSIONS
Several More Are Expected by
November 1, .1. E. Houston
States
There are now 12 persons in
Calloway county receiving old-age
pension checks, according to J. E.
Houston, director for this county.
They 'are, Ed C. Walker, who
was first in this county to receive
his check, Rufus C. Lawrence, Lee
Holland' Jos. M. McKinney, Mary
E: Robertson. Joseph- M. Finney,
LuZr Houston. Robert .Lee Ferguson. Ade E. Baker, Alice Scrugg9
and George Scruggs. The latter
two are colored persons.
Mr. Houston said the state director had set the goal of 2,000
monthly checka by November 1.
A. large number of other applications from Calloway county have
been submitted to the state office
and it is expected that they will
be acted upon within the next few
weeks._ Mr. Houston has 12 Moreapplications ready to send in, he
said.
A total of 1,541.-grants have been
made in the state and 171 applications have been refused.

"Between the Rivera"
Will be Hard Surfaced
The only remaining stretch of
gravel road between Murray and
Louisville, the 12 miles "between
the rivers" on U. S. 68 in Trigg
county, is to be re-located and
concreted.
The Robinson 'Comparay"", was
awaraed the contract' this week
for' both the grade and drain project and the "surfacing at $177,-...
obinsenr.
was low bidder when proposals
were opened.
This will be the first hard-surfacing between the rivers and
connecting Western Kentucky with.,
the remainder of the state as U. S.
40 through Livingston county has
not yet been surfaced. The road
from Cadiz to Tennessee River was
the first state-built highway in
Kentucky, being completed ebortly 4
after the war by N. E. Stone &

John overby
MISS
Speaks at F.D.E.A.

MARY WINDSOR
ELISCTED ET ART CLUR

Miss Mary PiltOore Windsor. sophomore from Murray. was elected
vice-president of. the Household
Arts Club of Murray State College
at its reorganization meeting last
Thursday
morning, October 8.
Other officers elected wereffaz a
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Reporter of False
Wedding Is Liable
To a Prosecution

to the marriage vows.
Mr. and Mrs. Truluck are at
i home to their friends at 69 Row'enna Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
•• •• •

I

Miss Betrie Manor entertained
for Mrs. Richard Cocke of Wieklifte a recent visitor in the city.
Contract was played at two
tables.
Mist Daisy Hinkle won the prize
for high score.
-A party-Mete was served. - .
Mrs. Richard
Playing
were
Coelee, les, !toy Stewart, Mks.
AddbmaiLobbs, Miss Daisy Hinkle.
Mrs. B. 0. Langston, Miss Mary
Ed Hall, Mrs. Zelner Carter, Mrs.
Geo.
, . Gatlin.

Again the Ledger & Times
and four innocent young people
have been victimized by some
benighted person with a crudt
than Tnesday
later
not
submitted
be
should
page
tilts
War
rain
idea that a joke is to make a
week.
each
afternoon
_
4,1as-report of a_ wedding. Persons making such false reports
er. Hosts for the lovely occasion
are liable to prosecution and
Popular Couple Wed
were Mrs. Farmer, Mrs. 'Gatlin
we fully intend to prosecute the
A. marriage of wide interest is Clopton. and Mrs. Marvin Fulton. very next time this happens.
that of Miss Dora Belle Baird,
Last —Week The Ledger &
When the honoree arrived she
daughter of Supt. and Mrs. 0. E.
greeted by a receiving line 'Tunes received in, tne—ifiallwas
Baird of Barlow, Ky., and Bill standing in which were the folwritten report of a double wedSwann. sets of Mayor and Mrs. W. lowing members- of her, Sunday
ding purporting to have been
Rev. And Mrs. Brace Maguire
city.
ElizaS. Swann of this
Are Given Surprise Shower
School Mrs. M. Ds Man. Mrs. perforMed with Miss Ada
the
The ceremony was sgid by
beth Neal and Bill Hill and Miss
Patterson. Mrs. Ada DiuBettie
Rev. J. E. Underwood at the MethMe. and Idis. Edgar Fowler had
guid, Mrs D. M. Butterworth. Mrs. Tnertss'Rhea and James Hughes.
odist parsonage in Paducah on
as the principals. Young Mr. a surprise party for the Rev. and
Jim Cole. Mrs. Daniel. Mrs..Nannie
evening. October the
Saturday
Mrs. Bruce Maguire on Tuesday
Hill reports to The Ledger &
'vie. and Mrs. H. P. Wear all weartenth.
evening at the apartment of the
Times that the report is utterly
ing a pretty corsage in pink and
tarter.
The bride is a beautiful blonde
white arranged by Mrs. ii. B. false.
The guests gave the honorees e
MI is a talented dancer. She flaThe Ledger & Times requires
Bailey. A beautiful white one was
bountiful poetry shower. Pirtieltbed high school at Barlow. had
that a name be signed to all
on Mrs. Hart and she was
pinned
pitting were Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
tire years at Western State College
written wedding reports or that
told that ft washer birthday party.
Leighty. Mr. and
Mrs. B. F.
Did her junior year at Murray
they be verified by the minisThe voice of Mrs. Rafe Jones
State College vseere she was a
Scherffius, Ms's E. B. Ludwlek,
ter or some reliable person who
was
it
than
sweeter
never
was
Mrs. Russell Blerriker. Mrs. charde
social favorite. This fall she has
witnessed the ceremony. The
had a position in the State. Ft. when she sang "Little Old Church
Crawford, Mrs. A. D. Butterwdrii.
item above came in the mail
Grow
I
-When
and
Valleythe
.
Mass Carrie Allison, the Rev, 'O.
mince Director's office at Frank- In
with the name. of "Mrt.'Will
Too Oldoo Dream."
A. Marrs, Mrs. Solon HigAns,
Jackson" signed to it. It dethe
of
teacher
Wear,
Mrs. H. P.
Mr. Swann is one of the city's
N. P.' Hutson, Mts. Robert Hoff-'
velops that no such person is
man, Mrs. Smith. Miss Beat:dee
outstanding young business -pen. S. S. 'class, expressed wishes and
known in that community, the
Frye.
His personality. wit. and Other gave her a gorgeous bouquet of
--- smart-aleck in this case taking
qualities have made for him a large. gladioli
Mrs. Glen Rogers, Mrs. C. e
an &mulled name.
Mrs. Rupert Parks. president of
circle of friends both at Murray
deeply-, Duke, Mrs. Harry Jenkins. Thole**.
and
We sincerely
Crawford, Virginia Lee Thompson,
State College where he was a the society. in well chosen words
apologize to the young people
Mary Ellen Brown.
student and also in the business presented the .gift from the mawho have been embarrassed by
siona6 society.
field.
this false report. We 'Intensely
Reubie
Miss
by
written
poem
A
They tvtil make their home at
regret our innocent role.
Miss Afire Waters Talks
present with the groom's parents. Wear for the occasion, expressed
We are anxious to get all the
To M. E. Childreh
by
felt
love
and
On Friday afternoon Mrs. W. S. the admiration
news possible from every source
mselfish
and
The Boys' dad Okla' League
Swann will be at home to a num- all for this capable
in Calloway county but we are
the M. E. Church heard a nad*
ber Of the young society women Christian character. It wan read
even more anxious abet all of
interesting talk by
Miss Aare
in compliment to Mrs. Bill Swann. by Mrs. Annie Wear.
it be true.
The regular program consisted
Waters at their regular meetfrig
In protection to all concerned,
Sunday evening.
of the devotional ledby Mrs. W. we again insist that no wedding
U. D. C. Chapter To Meet With
B. Moser, • talk on "Negro EduMiss Waters' talk was of a hisrepoets will be printed in the
WOK -W. R. Swann
cation" by -Mrs.-T. P. Cook.-K_talkr funne unless they are comtorical nature following a
text which was written in ONIONs
The local chapter of V. D. C. will on'1ro Student of Youth" by
pletely verified.
on a pennant. Before concluding
in the home of Mrs. W. S. Mrs. Shelby Davis.
A party plate was nerved_
she gave the -children a picture
rain Wednesday. October 21. at
Thirty-six were present.
Chinese life and showed thdhl
.230 p. m.
• • • •
.Desiree Beale greeted the mem- many things she had brought back
arrival.
their
bers upon
with her.
A.f* W. Has
licElrath-Majoe
Small tables arranged in Ole
Dinner Party
Mrs. A. D Butterworth and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs W. W. MeElrath
held
living room and dining room
F. E. Crawford sang. Mrs. Jde
temounce the engagement and an- _The._.,11urray Branch of the corsages and clever handmade pro- Lovett read the scripture.
eiroactung marriage of their daugh- American Association of University grams for each member.
About 4.5 were present.
ter. Miss Marjorie McElrath. 15 Women opened the winter season
••• ••
A four course menu was served.
party
dinner
formal
pretty,
4111:-. W. S. Major of Trenton. N. J.. with a
_ Club duties of various commitMeloan. Mrs. W. T
Raleigh
Mrs.
Mecoy
lieary.
ion Cincinnati. Ohio. The wed- at the home of Mrs.
tees dealt out ' in a humorous vein Sledd Jr., and Mrs. Clifford MeluNall on Tuesday evening.
solemnized on Uictober
will
-much fun and also brought gm are entertaining guests
he spacious.'reoms of the co-1r
wenty-iourth in Cineirmatl.
tt
forth some good suggestions.
afternoon and evening at the Melu.
• 4 •.
lonial Isom, were very inviting.
laid for Miss Desi- gin home on the Benton Rd.
ites.ltettle flare gletoved Manny Rowar.!- Zennias and_ _petunias _ Covers were
gave the ree _Beale, Mrs., Russell Blemker,
• artistically. arranged
Woman. Celebrates Birthday
D.-Edmonds. Mrs. Mary
Mrs.
The nook Group .of the A. A. U.
- The Missronary Society of the autmnn color note
Mrs. Hall. Mrs. W J !decoy and Mecoy Hall. Miss Emma Helm, Mrs. W. will meet Monday evening with
First Christian Church honored
ri Mr
Russell Blesaker _at 72,
The eighty-third birthday of Mrs. the Mcial committee composed of G. B. Scott.
Miss Ruth Sexton. Miss Francs* o'clock.
kettie Hart at a meeting Tuesday KW 'Ruth Sexton. Mrs. W. H. FOX.
Miss Sexton. Miss Evelyn Linn, Miss
An the home of Mrs. Arthur Farm- Mrs. Franklin Melt and
Mary Coleman, Miss Carrie Alli- Mayfield-Warren Wedding
Announced
, son.
Miss Alice Keys. Miss Roberta
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Mayfield anIt Isn't How Much Money You Have . . .
'.Vhitnah, Miss Mayrelle Johnson. nounce the
of theirMarriage
Beale, Mrs. Joe
Miss Mildred
daughter, Charlene, to Edwin Warhovett. Miss Beatrice Frye.
Henry
ren, son of Mr. and
Mist Lillian Hollowell. Mrs. G. Warren of Browns -Grove SaturTrousdale.
Mattie
,Miss
Hicks.
T.
day. October 10.
. —
'Mrs. A. M. Wolfson, Miss Bertie
Nothing is ever accomplished by the mere
The impressive single ring cereManor,
Edward
said
was
Rev.
the
mony
by
handling
possession of money. k takes-judicious
Mrs. J. W. Carr, Mrs. W. H. Curd in his home at Hazel. They
to put it to work'for you.
'Mason. Mrs. F.ranklin Inglis, Mrs. were accompanied by .Miss Katha'. H. Fox. Miss Floy Robbins, Miss
leen Caldwell and Covet Myers.
" In everr.phase of finance, the Dees Bank of
Daisy Hinkle. Mrs. John Rowlett.
The bride, an attractive blonde,
•• • ••
Hazel makes it possible for you to do MORE with
was attired in a navy blue entemMrs. 0. D. .Edmonds entertained ble with matching accessories. She
your money. Fro'M initial accumulation through a
'he Monday itidge 'elisks...,..,_,,,,,,,
savings account to the Selection of g iKtund investwas graduated from Lynn Grove
Visitors were Mrs. A. F. Yan- High School in the class of 1936.
ment plan, this ban* i aliva's ready to serve Calcey, Mrs. Charree 13ouchillion, and
Mr. Warren graduated from Lynn
loway County.
Mrs. Rey- Stewairt,
Grove High in 1934. He is a promhigh
had
ie
G._Carmar
Mrs: M.
ineet young farmer of the comscore.
munity.
They will make their home with
WIcker-Trahick
the groom's parents.
Wedding
BY
Their many friends extend conA wedding of _much' interest- to gratulations.
her friends in Murray is that of
Miss Ruby Wicker-Kelly to Mr. Mrs. Wayland Mitehell
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Honored With Shower
Lloyd Trukuck. of Highland Park,
-Mich. The ceremony was perMAXIMUM INSURANCE
A household shower met given
f4med by tile Rev. B. W. Abhott, at the home of Mrs. E. M. DunY FOR EACH OEPOSITOA
pastor oi the Highland Park Bap- can, *Saturday' afternoon, October
!tst Church. on October 10. 1936, 10, in honor of Mrs. Wayland
:r) thesureserSiv of members of the Mitchell.
families and a- few of their warmThe room was decorated in
est friendt.
flowers.
Trtiluck, brother of the
Lucius
Thchafternoon was spent in playHazel, Kentucky
groom. end Miss Thelma Adams.
games and contests.:
4. cousin of the bride were witnesees
The honoree received many lovely gifts
Refreshments of cake and punch
were served to the following:
Mrs. Fred Kirkland, Mrs. A. 1..
Bazzell, Mrs. Edd Watson, Mrs:
C. L. Tidwell, Mrs. Clara Mc‘
Nee_ly.__Mrs. Lula Jordan.
V
#
Annie Jordan. Mrs. Henry Jordan,
Mrs. Alice Singleton. 'Mrs. Minnie
Douglas, Mrs. Opal Mayfield. Mrs.
Katie Mae Doron. Mrs. Beulah
Wagerson. Mrs. Myrtle Workman.
Mrs. Iva .Jones, Mrs. Minnie
Pritchard, Mrs. Charlie Arnett,
Mrs. Gertie Duncan, Mrs. Pearl
Mrs. Nettie
Doran
Wilkerson,
Mrs. Jay' Diiiican. Mrs. Imogene

•

The Great

BLANKETS
Pair

F

ret

..o:

It's WHAT You DO With It!

DEPOSITS INSURED

De_Fedetal Deposit Insurance Corporation
$5000 -

DEES BANK OF HAZEL

.
Announ
, cement
.
i,

I'am pleased to announce to the motoring public of
Calloway County that I have taken,over the management
of the

Gulf Service Station, srtit Set
We invite you to come by and see us where you will
always find the high type of GULF SERVICE up to your
utmost expectations by experienced -attendants.
You will not only find "that Good Gulf Gasoline," but also the
famous GULF-LUBE Motor Oil and greases by expert lubrication and
_•
prompt tire service.
4

Clarence R. Collins • rilAr GOOD
GULF SERVICE
6th and Main

GULP

GASOLINE

(Continued on next page')

A Three Days'Cough

is Your DangerSignal
No matter how many anedicinee
you have tried for your cough. cnest
cold or bronchial irritation, you can
et relief now with Cremettlislote
Beflous trouble may be brewing and
you cannot afford to take a Ounce
with anything less than CreCanulsion, which goes right to the lest
of the trouble to aid nature tO
soothe and heal tine le
branes as the germ-1st
1d
:=
Is loosened arid expelled.
Even if other remedies haVt1
failed, don't be discouraged, yqur
druszist is authorised to geerentee
Creomulston and to refund
money if you are not satisfied
results from the very first. bottle.
Oct Cris:envision right now. (Adv.)

:MK

•

SALE

A

Saving

Giving You an Opportunity to Buy Your

1.29

FALL and WINTER SUPPLIES
at

70x841 la
double colorful plaid. Sig, Daft)
°me hi rose, blue. gold, helm
blanket pa
and green plaids. Large double bed size—
heavy weight.

a big saving. Take advantage of it while
prices are cheap

COATS
54-in. WOOLENS

a

$5-00n

- -

NEW SHADES

COATS

-

Solids, Maids and cheeks in the
prettiest Woolens for
Fatt's
BIG
Skirts,- Dresses and
SAYING!
CoatN.

The largest and smartest selection we have
ever shown. Genuine savings of $3 to $5
on every avid.
SPORTS .. PLAINS

Heavy Fleece OUTING
White, blue,...pink ana grey—a
super heavy

all

for

quality

FrarPOSeS

10c

8.95
AND $12.95

Asin

FOR THOSE WHO WOULD PAY LESS WE OFFLR
THIS SENSATIONAL GROUP

inches

NEW COATS'

wide

Best 10c Brown DOMES'T'IC
Heavy, best
finish.

•

sr sports.
Swaggers, filled, dressy, fartrimmed
Every coat fresh from New York—sizes for misses 14
to 20, and %%omen 36 to 52.

A large selection of attractive
36

FUR TRIMMED

Wool crepes, polo cloth, fleeces.
suedes. broadtails, waffle weaves
and 'nee flakes. In all the new
shades, ombre stripes and high
shade plaids

Fast Color PRINT
new fall patterns.

COATS

:

:

quality

8c

Island

Sea

36 inches wide.

Sport, swarger or fitted styles
in new weaves, included are all
the best shades as well as ontbre
plaids—all sizes for misses and
metrone

NEW FALL MILLINERY
Highly styled, chic, becoming—Blacks,
browns, green, wine, rust, red. Distinctive new styles with brims, visors and
coolie berets

New Fall Hats

19c
$1.98
.98
n8

Latest Fall Creations

Men's Utility.Coats, $2
Rain Proof, Cold Proof

Coats that not only turn rain but cold as well—a smart
top coat in window pane checks and tweed effects in
grey and brown—regular and extra lengths in all glees.

Boys' Rain Coats, Hvy.t
Black Leatherette . . . . V•
wrrn HELMET
The new tweed and twindoe# pane

checks—for rain and

cold.

Men's Ribbed Winter
Union Suits

69c

The season's greatest Union Stilt Vahles. Cut fun in all
sizes—heavy and medium rib eeru.

SHOES
.TO MATCH YOUR DRESS
*`' Green
* Brown
Rust
* Patent
* Kid
Suede

$198
ALL SIZES

Low
—•

Mediufti
--And

•

A
98c
DRESSES

tide felts for miss or matron in all the
new fall shades. Reg. $1 hats elsewhere

Every new style of the seasonSee the new 6-way felts included
in 'llisi group. All head sties.
Expensive looking, but only

$4.95

Values up to 10.95

Men's Heavy Blanket
Lined

JUMPERS
$1.49
All sizes
Made of heavy denim,.corduroy cotters.
avY
wool mix
'blanket, lined
for

P

Warleith.-

ksikeis
98c

High

. Splendid wearing,
warm coats for boys

Heels

—all sizes.

us Array of New Fall

eskrioA

Featuring every new fashion
and Silk

$2.98
Materials include pan satins, crepes, novelty
weave: and Ceroy patent . . . Black, broan
green, wnie, rust, navy.

NEW FALL DRESSES
Silk Crepes ... Wools
An Exciting
Low Price . . . .

5.95

Highly styled new fart sills crepe and Wiloi
mixtures in every shade of the season. solid
colors nad priele 14 to 20 and ti t0,42.

America's Greatest
Work Shoe Buy
A 52.9g VALVE

1.98

flettuine high -Trede ilk uppers beet eempoeftloil oiler'
with extra heavy, full leather slip vole from toe to heel.
Heavy leather inner sole.'

Guaranteed Work
Shoe ... All Sizes .
Plain Inc. Leather uppers with long uearing eemP^m lion soles Real values in work shoes.

Sensational Values in Menu. Winter

PANTS
A

Values to
$2.00

$1•49

Values to
$1.50

98c

Factory Close Out

NATION14,..FifillES CORP.

^
•

s

I

-

`••

Ten
••••."

a

••
•

•••11rrielfrip•:•••
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Doron, Mrs, Era Duncan, Mrs.
Carl Christenberry. Mrs. E. M.
Duncan, Mrs, Will F. Jordan, Mrs.
Wayland
Mitchell, Nell Adams
Lamb.
Miss Mary Singleton, Ruth Jones,
Ina Mae Webb, Charlotte Jordan,
Eranceg..,
nova— Jordan,
Edith Duncan, Bettie Jo lltizzell,
Evelyn Lou Kirkland, Marion Alice
Workman, Martha Sue Kirkland,
Imogene Kirkland, Brenda . Fay
Duncan.
Mr. Will F. Jordan, Charlie
Arttettii -Wayland Mitchell, Robert
Lee Bazell. Junior Bazzell, Master Billie Milvin Lamb, Jimmy
Jordan. and Tommy Dan Workman Those sending gifts were:
Mrs. Nola Breedlove, Mrs. C. C.
'Croft, Mrs.
Marine, Mrs.
011ie Singleton,. Mrs. Charlie Jon.
clan, Mrs. L. D. Miller, Miss Modell
Miller,
Jennie
Arnett, Linnie
Brewer, and Mr. A. L. Bazzeil.

•

Chester Gargles Honored
With Birthday Dinner
Friends and relatives gathered
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Chester Gargus, Sunday, October 11, in
honor of Mr. Gargus' 32 birthday,
which was Saturday. October 10.
The day was spent in Pleasant
conversation.
Mr. Gargus received many nice

gifts.
After the delicious dinner was
spread, thanks were "returned by
Paul Gargus.
Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Gargus, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Gargus, Mr. and Mrs. Porn
Nance, Mr. and Mrs. Beckham
Mrs. Harmon
Cooper, Mr. and
Whitnell ands son, Charles Robert,
Mrs. May Atinstrong, Miss Rennie
Gilbreath, Mrs. Maud Orr, Mr. and
Mrs. Otis Darnell.
Miss Ina Gene Nance,,i'diss
yarn Garlus,-.Mia.-Annette Webb,
Miss Omega Tucker, Miss Vara
Armstrong, Miss Marelle Orr, ?alas
Wilma Cathcart, Clay Darnell, Paul
Gargus. William Gragus, and Joe
Richard Nance.
Mrs. James Wilson
Honored
Mrs. Evon Wilson was honored
„last Wednesday afternoon with a
quilting at the home of Mrs.
Wilson's.
A delightful three course dinner
was served. The table carried out
a color scheme with pink and
white flowers.
Those present were Mrs. 0. P.
McReynolds, Mrs. E. G. Wilson,
Mrs. E. A. Underwood,
Mrs. J. E. Johnston, Mrs. B. Q.
Magness'. Mrs. E. E. Williams, Mrs.
H. B. Jones.
Mrs. E. L. Housden, Mrs. Marelle
Morris, Mrs. Tom Bynum, Mrs.
James Wilson, Fay Ray.
Pentiss McReynolds, Juanita, Bettie, and Wade Underwood, Charles
,
Magness, Ralph Morris.

SAVE 2
ON TAXES
BY EARLY PAYMENT
You are still entitled to a 2 per Cent discount
on your taxes, but remember October 31 is absolutely the last dilly for this saving. Pay now and
avoid the rush.

A 2-Per Cent DISCOUNT WILL MEAN
A NICE SAVING

••

and your early payment will be appre:ciated. Come in at an early date and
take advantamotkAliis discount

Carl B. Kingins

1==111

'all

Sheriff of Calloway County

Miss Dean Marine Honored
With Dinner
A delightful birthday dinner
was enjoyed by 51 brothers, sisters; nieces, and nephews of Miss
Dean Marine on her 71 birthday on
Sunday, October 4, at her home
north of Penny.
At noon a :arge table was spread
.
with delicious food.
. The guest list included Mr. and
Marine, Bob Marine,
Mrs. Bill
Jessie Marine, George Marine, Clay
Marine, Ogie Greenfield, Festus
Story, John Davidson.
gam Bagwell: Claud Cooch7Fred
Stone. Mr. and Mrs.- Van Fulton,
Miss Dean Marine, Mr. John Marine. Mrs. Mat Hendrick, Mr. and
Mrs. Jim McNeely, Mr. and Mrs.
Wright Harrison, Miss Effie WatNorsworthy,
son, Beatrice Sue
Thelma Dale Marine.
Mildred, Sue, Bab. and Roy Marine, Hltrold Lawrence. Edwin and
Agnesas- Greenfield, Charles and
Virginal Marine; Randolph, J. R.
and Sarah Dell Story.
Bettie Jo McNeely, Charles, Joe,
and Ted Bagwell, Gene and Albert
Lee Stone, Canine Fulton, Charles.
Ned, Joe Ann, Barbara June, and
Richard Harrison.
Lynn Grove M. E. Society
Entertains
Members of the Lynn Grove
Missionary society of ..the M. E.
church entertained with a Bible
party Saturday" afternoon at the
church.
The house 'vas
rated 'With autumn leave's, pumpkins and flowers.
The regular program was 'given
with - Mrs. E. H. James as ileader.
Those taking part on the program
were Mrs. Nix Harris, Mrs. Carl
Lockhart, Mrs. L. Z. Hurley, Mrs.
I. T. Crawford and Mrs. E. E.
Smith.
A full report of the district
meeting at Paris was given by our
president, Mrs. Genie Story, who
also discussed the book we are to
begin as our fall study-Mrs. James told Of the first
missionary society being organized
about 12 years ago, and she has
never missed but one meeting sifiCe
that time.
After the meeting a social hour
of contests and games were enjoyed. Four new members were
added to the society.
Refreshments were served.
Those present were Mrs. E. H.
James, Mrs. Nix Harris. Mrs. Gertie Story. Mrs. Carl Lockhart, Mrs.
Bun Swann. Mrs. Jpel Crawford.
Mrs. Bun Crawford. Mrs. E. E.
Sinith, Mrs: Hardy Rogers.
Douglass. Mrs. L. T.
Mrs.
Crawford. Mrs. Lee Clark. Mrs. L.
Z. Hurley, Mrs. Luther Parks, Mrs.
Crouch, Mrs.
Fleetwood
Rudd, Mrs. Henry Rudd.
Mrs. Alton Rogers. Mrs. Arthur
Baugh, Mrs. 'Ralph Jones, Mrs.
Brandon, Mrs. Ivan Carter, Mrs.
Key, Mrs. Edwin
Humphreys
Crawford, Miss Manon Crawford.
Miss Evelyn Lou Lockhart, Miss

.0(

I HAVE BEEN TRYING TO ESTABLISH
A SHOE DEPARTMENT IN MURRAY
THAT WOULD SATISFY AND
TAKE CARE OF ALL CLASSES
FOR PRICE AND PROPER
FITTING

on

person must use their own feet, no
exchange or trading, and we propose to
place our time against your feet with reasonable patience to fit every foot.
Each

is

Willie Tldren: Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Lamp- Mrs. Orpha Jones, Mrs.
kins and Mildred, 7ars. Cleatus mends.
Hubbs and Sonny of Paducah, Mrs.
Mrs... A. A. Whitlow, Mrs. Guy
Mattie Belle Hays
Ida Dodd and daughters, Charlene Smith and` daughter, Mary KathSociety Meets
Mrs. Marvin erine. Mrs. Jennie Hendriens„..adrs.
The Mattie Belle Hays Mission-. and Juanita.. and
Ara Walston, Mrs. Lizzie Hopkins.
ars, circle met'at the home of Mrs. Coltharp of Pilot Oak.
Rue Beale Monday evening with
Others present were: Mr. and
Those sending . gifts: Miss lea
Mrs. Elliott Wear assisting host. Mrs. Terry Lawrence, Mr. and. Purdcm, W. E. Clark. Orvil FASeventeen members, two guests, Mrs. Cross Spann Jr., And Nancy yards. Mrs. Carlos Alexandenitirs.
and one new member were' pres- Lou, Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Collie. Laura Bogard, Mrs. Houston Miller,
Guests were; Miss Alice Licit, James, and Charibs Collie, Mrs. Henry Cc pe, Mrs. John Ggaent.
Waters and Mrs. Kelley Crom- Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Collie. Mr. and ham. Mrs. Hershel Pace, Miss Gewell, new member, Mrs. Charles Mrs. Herman Jones.
neva Whitlow, Mrs. Rob Jackion,
Jennings.
Graham. Economy
•• Mr. and Mrs. Owen Billington, Mrs. Lavern
Mrs. Gingles Wallis, leader, read and Curie Glenn,' the 'Rev. and Grocery. Mrs. W111 Thomasson,
'- Mrs. - D. -W.- Billington, Mr. and 'Mrs. Lucy Stonesthe twelfth chapter - of First Cora.
inthians for the devotional. Miss Mrs. John Melugin. Mrs. T. D. McAlice Waters, in her pleasing man- Millan, Mrs. Cross Spann Sr.. Mr. t,dditiolial Society on Page /11
ner, gave an interesting discussion Frank Miller, Miss Doris Fair and
cn "National Christian Councils" Miss Charlene Crass,
along. with personal experiences
while in the, missionary field.
Mr. And Mrs. Irvan Linn
We want to thank our .:kind
Mrs. Garnett Jones, chairman.
Honored
friends and neighbors and reiaappointed the,4ellowing nominating committee: Mrs. Gingles Wats .Mr. and Mrs. Irvan Linn were tiaes who were so helpful during
its, Miss 'Lula Clayton Beale, and given a friendship elan and a the- illness and death of our dear
Miss Oneida Wear. • It was decid- household shower at the home of , wife, mother, and grandmother.
ed that a patch apron would be Mr. and Mrs. Will Jones Tuesday, We thank Dr. Jones who dal all
he could fot• her. We also thank
circulated among the members.* October 13.
At the noon hour a table loaded Ronald Churchill arid express our
The patch, 'holding a money donation, must represent some treas- with good eats was spread and en- appreciation for the beautiful flowers. We thank Bro. Henson for
ured material and experience. in joyed on the lawn.
The entire day was spent in his kind words in the dark hour
the doners life. The experiences
oi sadness when true friends count
and money .will be revealed at the quilting the guilt
Those present were: Mrs. Milton most. . Our prayers, will be -for
November meting at Miss Lula
Clayton Beale's home. Mrs. LaVern Walston, Mrs. Keys Blakely, Mrs, all.—Alex Crouch and family.
Wallis will be leader of the pro- Millard Graham, Mrs. Betty Edmonth, Mrs. Pearl Graham, Mrs.
gram.
During the social hour Mrs. Ryan Graham, ,Miss Frank Short,
Beale and Mrs. Wear server re- Mrs. Ornie Young. Mrs. Viola Linn.
Miss Liza Linn, Mrs. Clay Thomfreshments carrying out the Hal-ro-stara.
as
appear
When Fredric March and Kathwne Hegburn
nsson and son Jimmie. Mrs. 0. L.
loween motif.
so
of
roles
leading
the
in
appear
they
When
made:
is
screen history
Cain Jr.. and son Dan.. Mrs. Taz The white and light-colored shoe
ambitolas a presentation as the photoplay sersion of Mazy-ell AnierMary season is over, but not the wear
and daughter,
Copeland
son's highly-rated drama, "Mary of acolland," a cinematic event 01 Mr. John Lampkin Is Honored
first magnitude is promised. The RSO Radio production, which deBrooks, Mrs. Plez ape, bass. Orval in those shoes.
Dinner
Birthday
With
ovel
was
picts in full nos;er the romance of Scotland's tragic tines=
At surprisingly low cost, you can
-Relatives and friends of Mr. Whitlow.
a year In preparation and many months in the' making. John Ford
Dillard Bolen, Lee Bolen, Elsie have those Comfortable summer
directed. It Will be shown at the CAPITOL THEATRE TUESDAY and John Lampk in gathered at his
home on Monday, October 12, to Graham. Essie Elakely, Nora Mae shoes dyed and reconditioned for
WEDNESDAY.
-4Rule, Mg W. 0. Hargrove. Mrs. the winter season. Bring them to tit
celebrate his 64 birthday.
Miss •Nancy Mellen, Miss Milby the Rev. Rosa Edwards, Rubye Rule, ImoSue
Miss
offered
were
Crawford,
Thanks
Josephine
•
Miss Louise Waldrop, D. W. Billington after wise a de- gene Rule.
Lockhart, Miss Barbara Nelle Har- ded
Eva Linn. Irvan Linn. Myrtle
licious dinner was served.
ris, Miss Maxine Crouch, Jimmie Mts. Janis Crawford.
Those present included the fol- Bolen, L. B. Bolen. Bettie Sue
Crouch, Glen Crawford, Eugene
Mrs. Leslie -Ptitnam. Mrs. Joe
East Maple Street
Rogers. and Bobby Rudd.
Lovett, Mrs. W. H. Fox, Miss lowing children and grandchil- Bolen. W. V. Jones, E. S. Smith,
a big success.

Stars in -Mary of Scotland"

'

1

Card of Thanks

TRANSFORM YOUR
'SUMMER SHOES for
WINTER WEAR!

I

DUTCH'S SHOE
SHOP

•• • • •
•
Esther Rhodes.
The B. ea P. W. club will hold
Mrs. F. D. Mellen. Mrs. Locke
its meeting' the fourth Thursday Hargrove. Mrs. E. B. Ludwick,
in October at the regular club Mrs. Bruce Maguire and the hosts.
rooms at the usual time. The club
Sending-,girts.__were Mrs. Fate
is urging 100 per cent attendance
Miller, Miss Evelyn Linn, Mrs.
at this meeting.
Margaret
Miss
Rhodes,
Lucy
Campbell, Mrs. B. F. Scherffius.
Mrs. P. A. Hart Will Be
Mrs.'Robert Broach, Mrs. Nannie
Host To Magazine Club
ivie.
The Magazine Club will meet
Thursday, October the 22nd, at the High School Seniors Host
home of Mrs. P. A. Hart on West
To Miiiicians
Main.
On Saturday morning at 8 o'clock
•- •• • • •
the Murray High School Seniors
Music Department To Meet
will be host to the college musical
At Putnam Home
club and serve biltaisfast for them.
The Music Department will have Saturday is the hpmecoMing game
the October meeting atthe home at Murray State College and the
of Mrs. Leslie Putnam on Tues- seniors of Murray High are doing
day evening, October the 20. Mists B!! they can to help make this day
..,r.s
•
ate Mrs. 'Putnam. Miss. Lula Clap- *la
ton Beale, Mrs. L J. Hortin, arid
Mrs. Rudy Tyree.

A Finer Radio Than Any You've Heard ... at a Price
that makes it ...

the
loloa
Electric
Table
Model

Stirs. Robert Hoffman
H Honored At Party
/1/Irs. B. J. Hoffman and Mrs.
Charles Crawford were joint hosts
for a party complimenting Mrs.
Robert Hoffman, a recent bride. on
Monday afternoon at the home of
the latter.
The honoree was surprised with
a shower of pretty linen gifts.
A lovely party plate was served.
Present were Mrs. Robert Hoffman, Miss Louise Putnam, Miss
Evelyn Elizabeth Watson, Miss
Mary Elizabeth Bennett..
•

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

rs

995„

as low as

A Grunow Radio Price for every purse.
Table models at

Also Electric
$49.95

A 12-Tube Set. .Metal Tubes...12-inch Speaker...All-Ware,
411-World Reception ... Patented "Violin-Shaped" Cabinet.
EYOND any shadow of a doubt,
the new Grunow "TELEDIAL
TWELVE"is not only the outstanding
... but the greatvalue in radio today.
est thrill, the, most vital advancement,
which radio has offered in years!
Think of being able to tune out one
station and bring in anOther a split
second with the flick of your finger!

B
Wallis Drug

\

D

son---.van

vzi

:1
010". 0046 014‘
:44

40,4

4,01

9

Imagine getting hair-line accuracy on
15 favorite stations in exactly 15 seconds! Seems almost incredible. But
Grunow has made it come true! Have
this radio of radios placed in your home
for a thorough test. It's the greatest
value in radio today—priced $40to $50
under other 12-tube sets of comparable quality and within,:TELEDIAL!
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to_ add to
We are enjoying knice business ad
W. Cidclan
I
Mr.
help of
our help have secured the
in
shoes
fitting
in
experience
Hs, who bar-had wide
Canis
Mr,
Mayfield.
and
Paducah
Bowling Greep,
of the College.
has moved to "Murray for the benefit

still have the old reliables, Mr. and
Mrs. Jeffrey and.Miss Bessie Brandon
In
who have been working with you for many years.
SalesI

department you help these
s porting our shoe youltre being kind to your feet.
turn
in
peorile:and

T.0.Turner Store

We are the exclusive
dealers in Calloway
County for the Famous
Sensational Gor uno w
Radio.

MR FARMER.
A Grunow Farm Radio as low as $34.95
and as modern as the electric models.

Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
East Main Street.

Murray, Ky.
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A. TIMES MURRAYjaarrUCKT TH

The purchaser may pay cash, or
which event be
public auction, on Monday, the solvent bank, in
reasonable time, lie may. on any due date of any
28th day of October, 1138, at 1 shall then have
which to exe- instalment, pay all o; said aan
o'clock or thereabout (same be- to-wit, one week, in
Shbuld the suc- bonds then outstanding (Including
ing county court day), upon • cute said boridl.
or refuse to all bonds not then matured) by
Consolidation of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway Time:, and The
credit of six months, the following cessful bidder fail
immediately or paying the principal with interest
Times-Herald, October 20. 1928
described property, being and lying execute said bonds
the. to the date payment is made: but
Published by The Calloway Coonty Publishing Co., Inc.
in Calloway County, Kentucky, deposit said certified check,
North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky
re- he shall not be permitted to so
thereupon
shall
town:
Commissioner
pay any unmatured bonds unless
forthproceed
!editor,
Beginning at the Southwest cor- ject said bid and
Joe T. Lovett
property he shall elect to pay all.
ner of Lot number 38 as shown on with to again offer said
Bidders will be prepared to comcqntinue
the plat of the town of Murray. for sale, and shall so
shall ex- ply promptly with these terms,—
Kentucky, said plat being of record until a successful bidder
neces- George S. Kart, Master Commisin Deed Book "H" page 496, Cal- ecute the bonds or make the
sioner.
deposit.
TiON.41. IFIATOP1Al.
Cleek's
office:
sary
loway County Court
South
the
thence East following
•••
/ 93 5
line of said lot eighty (80) feet to
an • iron post; thence North one
hundred (100) feet to an iron post;
J,s1,41-1:
thence West eighty (80) feet to
the West line of said lot; thence
Entered at the Postoffice, Murray, Kentucky, as second class mail matter
South following said West line one.
hundred (100) feet to the point
Subscription Rates:—iln First Congressional District and Henry and
Stewart Counties. Tenn., $1 00 a year; Kentucky, $1.50; Elsewhere, $2.00.
4,
of beginning. Being the same
market
Advertising Rates and Information about Calloway County
property conveyed to Nat Ryan.
CALLOWAY COUNTY COURT
furnished upon application.
Sr., and Lula Ryan, his wife, by
•
from
1923,
deed dated August 6th,
Relative to road and speed limits on county roads,
ance and loan companies, were
Sam E. Bynum. Jr. and Viola
In Utopia they charge the highprotected through the exchange
and culverts.
bridges,
Bynum, sind of record in Deed
way commissioners for their dinof frozen mortgages for govern•
Last week, in giving a brie Book 48, page 394, Calloway Counof
and the
none
of
memory
the
Surely
nen.
ment-guaranteed bonds. Fear was
It appearing to the satisfaction of the court
biographical sketch of J. H ty Court Clerk's Office, and being
• 0-4 46 •
banished; hope returned; business
us is so short that we have forgo
Churchill, Murray undertaker, who the same property ,conveyed to Judge thereof, E. P. Phillips, that by reason of the depublic
Roosevelt dared to attack the de- Is marking his 50th anniversary
culverts on the County
ten the heart-breaking anxiety that begati to advance and unemployNational Hotel System, Inc. by sign of the bridges and
Cal Tinsley, humorist, who syn- pressjon instead of sitting eroded in Calloway cointly, we overlookment to diminish. The President
Sr. and Lula roads and by reason of the natural deterioration, that said
Ryan,
Nat
of
deed
beset every home owner, every
by quick action, by sound and dicates a column published daily and waiting for it to die a natural ed including the late Mrs. J. W.
Ryan dated the 5th day of July, bridges end.culvertis are notrotaufficient -strength to supfanner, every business man in the far-sighted policies had in. a few in the Louisville Times gives the death.
Shelton as the only daughter born 1927. and recorded in Deed Batik
sustain the Isriteitterghts of loaded trucks and
'closing days of 1932. Surely the months been able to renew the best answer to the Republicans'
to him and the first Mrs. Church- 53, page 345, Clerk's Office afore- port or
frantic fear that touchedsall of us tope of a panic stricken country charges of Roosevelt extravagance
of the ma-ximum gross weight as'permitted
trucks
trailer
ill. Mrs. Shelton pasted away 14 said.
by reason of
'the dying days of the .Hoover and rescue us from the economic and credits it to Senator Borah.
by the Statute on State highways, and that
ago.
years
administration is not already for- slough of'despond that threatened The old Idafician, says Tinney, deAnd the hotel building and all
the frequent
This unintentional omission is
the narrowness of the County roads and
gotten. _
other buildings and improvements
clares the President was smart to
to engulf the nation.
deeply regretted on our part and
angles in said roads, said roads are not suitable
situated thereon and all furnishings sharp
home
at
Frantic farmers and home ownmoney
all
that
spend
conall
to
apologize
sincerely
believe
we
to
as
Who is so roonsn
maximum speed as permitted by State highways
the
for
appertaining to the same.
ers could not pay _their mortgage that the man who did this can- before the Republicans got, in and
By Clara Waldrop
cerned.
highways under the Statute, it is therefore the
other
and
Also all personal property now lointerest—sometimes 8 or 12 per not contmue to lead us to corn-' loaned it to Europe.
Wednesday afternoon at 2:30 the_•
cated upon or within the above de- order of this court and the Judge thereof, E. P. Phillips,
staggering
were
Banks
cent.
plete recovery—to a . prosperity
scribed real estate and or any im- as follows:
under the weight of "frozen loans, th,at will be the genuine and last- • It is announced that our Mit Parent-Teachers Association held
provements thereon, including all
loaded with unsaleable real estate,. ing. because it. will be shared by tional liquor bill has been six their monthly meeting in the high
school auditorium. An interesting
That pursuant to the authority in me vested by SecWe wish to express our sincere machinery, fixtures, furniture, fans,
without ready cash and failing at
milflon dollars a day since repeal.
was
AM
enjoyed
by
The
program
to
appreciation
-deep
cardraperies,
and
__Business.
screens,
thanks
month.
ventilators.
a
4739g-91 of Carroll's Kentucky Statutes, Supplement
,2
tion
100
of
rate
the
Sounds like the cost of conducting speaker was Dr.
and
her
Scott
kindthe
for
paintings,
up
everyone
and
each
piled
shades,
pictures,
pets,
credil
get
to
unabie
to 1933, from and after this date it shall and is unlawful
a war—and there are a good many
Roosevelt Has Been a
subject was "Maternity and Child ness and sympathy shown to us linens, matresses, bed springs, and
to op--25.000 bankruptcies in 1932. Farms
and prohibited for any person, firm, or corporation
booze.
fighting
True Friend to the
Care". Dr. Scott was introduced during the sickness and death of each and every device, equipment,
representing the labor of a lifeto operate any motor truck or semi-trailer
permit
or
crate
by Dr. Outland, county health doc- our beloved husband and father. object or machine which is now
Farmers of This Nation
time went under the hammer as
unloaded, of
Mayftnid was bigger and faster tor, who outlined the 1936-37 health Frank F. Garland. Especially do used in the operation of said hotel truck of a gross weight, whether loaded or
mertgages were foreclosed. Fear.
the program for Calloway county. Mrs. we thahk those for the beautiful and which is the property of any exceeding four tons over or upon any bridge or culvert of
but
Tigers
Ty
than
/Holland's
beRoosevelt.
D.
Franklin
When
desperanonsisdeep despair beset .an
construction on any
wood construction or semi-wood
name President of the United Bengali < just wouldn't be licked Jack Kennedy and Mrs. Wilbert floral offerings and Bro. R. F. of the above named defendants.
entire nation.
Outland were elected to attend the Gregory. We also than the J. H.
Calloway County.
StaneS he kw that there could and there you were.
irk
road
being
payprice
The
public
purchase
county
Roosevelt
D.
Franklin
then
And
State Convention at Lowes. *The Churchill Funeral Home, Dr. Stark, able one-fourth in six 'morons, onebe no national prosperity that was
..was inaugurated.
•
It shall be unlawful and prohibited for any person,
not based upon a prosperous agriDid you ever see a back any- sixth and eighth grades had the and Dr. Colley. May God's rich- fourth in twelve months, oneHe had, said in his acceptance culture.
where of his size who has the most mothers present at this Oc- est blessings rest on each and fourth in eighteen months and one- firm or corporation to operate or permit to be operated
speech that he would "take away
prayer.—Mrs. fourth in twenty-four Months from any motor truck or semi-trailer truck of greater than one
One of his first acts was to call drive of B. C. Allbritten? If this tober meeting. The eighth and everyone is our
-the spectre of ban lush interest
the date of sale, with interest ton capacity upon any county public bridge at a greater
to develop a na- lad doesn't get all-state recogni- ninth grades furnished the refresh- Nannie Garland and children.
rates.,,,save homes for thousands of in farm leaders
thereon at the rate of 6% Per grn- speed than 10 miles per hour.
that has' been tion this year there "ain't no jus- ments, which were served in the
self-respecting farnilites and drive tional farm program
home economics rooms after tble
OPTOMETRISTS TO MEET
num, from the date of sale until
them- tice".
farmers
by
administered
in
insecurity
of
spectre
out the
meeting had adjourned.
paid, for which deferred payments
together
program,
This
.
selves.
. Nothing in this order shall be construed to apply to
Presithe
of
One
our.. midst.'
The fall meeting of the Kentucky the purchaser shall execute bond
Thursday morning there waa a
And pushing over Lynn Lassiter
has
measures,
recovery
other
with
road, bridge, or culvert upon any portion of the highany
.his
fonfill
no
dent's first acts Was
Association of Optometrist will be payable to the Commissioner with
Placed the farmer on the road to is just like butting nip against the called chapel meeting :and It was
of Calloway county which highways are maintained
ways
campaign pledge.
'
Cobb
Irvin
the
at
Paducah
in
held
of
cheer
leaders.
in
the
charge
Empire State Buildlag.
approved surety, and to further
prosperity.
of the State primary road system.
part
a
as
The Home Owners: Loan CorpoEveryone was full of pep for the Hotel, October 18, 19 and 20th.
secure the payment of which na
To wit:' Farm cash income in
The three aays of clinic on tech- lien shall be retained on the propration, created in June, 193& gave
Mayfield game.
in
teams
to
credit
due
all
With
$282,000.the crrder of this court that this order and notice
I
distressed home owners a chance to 193Z under Hoover. was
School was dismissed all day nique, analysis, correction, and erty sold. Unless the purchaser
1935. the past never has Murray High
in
income
cash
Farm
000.
Gardthe
by
ed in The Ledger & Times, a newspaper, for
refinancing
taught
as
by
orthoptics,
keep their homes
Friday for the F.D.E.A. at the
shall execute said bonds immedi-.be
$6.900,000,000 had a scrappier bunch of, younguate Clinic Foundation, will be ately and before the crowd asmoue.
kfans at 5 per cent interest, with under Roosevelt was
college.
and
at $7.400.- sters than is wearing the Black
principal- to be repaid in unall' arid for 1936 is estimated
At 9:30 a. m. the students Of under the instruction of Dr. Ebel- sembled to bid shall have disGold this year.
Witness my hand as Judge of the Callostity County
nsonthly installments. Distressed 000.000. Farm value of wheat in
M.H.S. met on the:campus with ing of St. Louis.
persed, he shall deposit with the
A banquet will be held Monday Commissioner a check in the tains Couit, this October 6. 1936.
mortgage companies 19932; under Hoover. was 5282.000.banks and
their cars, bicycles, and goats highin 1935.
"Littln Phil" Cutchin is nobly. ly decorated. The pep squad and evening at the Club Lakeview,
were thus given a chance to ex- 000. Farm value of wheat
of Five Hundred Dollars (11600,00)
E. P.1 Phillips, Judge Callgway County Court.
change their defaulted mortgages under Ftonsevelt, was $505.000.000. living in) to his athletic heritage. band took part in the Tparade.
payable to the Commiasoiner. and
Phillips, Road and Bridge Commissioner.
C.
C.
for government guaranteed bonds. Farm value of cotton in 1932. under Phil did a neat job .of dumping a
Friday night the Tigers welcomed
duly certified by some good and
Similar emergency help was given Hoover. was $424410.000. Farm val- big Mayfield back, when he ewes the Mayfield Cardinals to Murray's
farmers, further relieving the ue of cetton in 1932. under Hoov- almost loose in the second quarter. field and showed them what the
banks' end —mortgage-- companies. er. was $424,000,000. Farm value of The youngster is andeadly tackler. M.S.S. Tigers have. It was a good
• •• s •
Sclasols were kept open. other pub- cotton in 1935. under Roosevelt,
game. The score. was tied 0-0.
$593.000.000.
wae
and see your friends There were 2,000 people present on
over
Drive
the
through
functioned
services
lic
cents
50
it
do
can
You
Cadiz'.
in
un1932.
in
hogs
of
value
Home
Farm
the
by
immediate payment
the sidelines.
Calloway Circuit Court
Owners Loan Corporation of 225 der Hoover. was 5261.000.000. Farm cheaper now since the tolls ,at
Kurray State College cordially First isational Bank of Murray,
rebeen
have
River
Tennessee
Rooseunder
millions in back taxes. Workmen, value of hogs in 1935.
invited Murray High to see the Trustee,
contractors, and merchants benefit- velt was $539.000.000. Farm mortThoroughbreds play Ouacita, SatPlaintiff,
ed tlu-ough‘ladvances of 75- millions gage interest rates in 1933 averurday afternoon at 2 p. m. We
Vs. Supplemental Judgment
Mr.
"Humphrnwhen
Nobody said
by the same agency for home re- aged 6 per cent—today they are
want the college to know how A. Owen Barber and his wife,
Humphreys and Mr. Cutler cut much we appreciate their invitapair. - Farmers saved more than 20 appreximately 4 per cent.
Mary C. Barber, Grover Dorris and
Durir.g the last of Republican 'em.
interest ncharges on
millions in
tion.
his wife, Mrs. Lillian Dorris,
loans refinanced , by the Farm rule the average price of farm
National Hotel Service ComPany, a
The only thing that makes any
Credit Administration. The say- commodities dropped from 45 per
Corporation. National H6tels. Inc..
ing3 of 50. million people, invest- cent above prediar level to 45 per- progress "up in the air" is a foota Corporation, National Hotel
ball team with a`peod passing ated in real estate by banks, insur- cent below that'level.
System. Inc., a Corporation.- arid
e
1- —ensthe Unknown Successors and AsPat Leroy Burdeshaw, son of signees of National Hotel System.
H. E. and Mable Burdeshaw. was Inc.
born Feb. 4, 1934. On 'the after,
Defendants
noon of Oct. 9, 1936, God saw fit
By virtue of a judgment and
to hall him home. He was a brighto order of sale of the Calloway Cirlosable child, admired'by all whom cuit Court, rendered at the August
he came in contact with,
term thereof, 1936. in the above
lie and his mother of Oklahoma cause, and for the purpose of satisfyCity were visiting his grandmother? ing a debt of 542.500.00. with interest
Mrs. W. T. James and he was Irons July 3. 1932 until paid and
stricken last Wednesday' with in- costs herein expended, I shall
fantile paralysis.
proceed to offer for sale at the
All was done by doctors, nurses cpurt house door in Murray, Kenand loved ones that could be
ky, to the highest bidder at
- It has warmed our hearts tore than we can ever tell you to
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34'TUCKY PRES
ASSOCIATION
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done but to no avail.
•
During the Roosevelt adrninistra- I tack.
The dread disease had such a
lion the average price of farm cornBob Lucas says the Republicans grip on the little body that it took
niOdities advanced to above 100
per cent compared to the prewar will carry Kentucky by NAOS Sad him away in • very short *Ob.
Little Pat had won many friends
Governor Chandler feels so hopelevel.
At the end of the Hoover admin- less ower the Democratic came while here by his larillIst, sunny
istration the farmer was receiving here that he is sP•aking in Ohio, disposition. It was a delight to
nothing for his toil and was sink- North Dakota. Missouri. and fill- him to go to Sunday School and
ingssieeper into debt. Today he is non where the Democrats have a preaching.
in a positioti to discharge many fighting chance.
A short, sweet service was conof his old obligations and may
ducted by Eld. Cr: H. Wilson SatSteel production up to October 1 urady at I p. tn. at the home of
look forward to a future in which
he can support himself and his was more than all last year. And his grandmother. At 4 p. in. the
family at a level consistent with to think we are being told to take' little body was placed on the train.
American standards. Democratic the country away from Roosevelt His mother and grandmother acpolicies and accomplishments have or it will, go to the dogs.
companied the remains to Ada,
restored to him his property and
Okla., to meet his broken hearted
his self-respect.
The Democrats ought to be fair daddy where there was a funeral
As Henry A. Wallace. secretary enough to pay Al Smith's traveling ,arranged for Sunday to be conof agriculture, said not long ago: expenses and for his radio time.
ducted by Pat's uncle, Eld. Justiee
"At last the farmers have a mars
James, with burial at Aoth, Okla.
in
e. White House who not only
The world's longest bridge * —Written by a cousin, Mrs. Jim
understands their problems, but said to be
between San Francisco Story,
who has the courage to act."
and Oakland but how about the
bridge of time from 1929 to 1934?
• • •• •
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Card of Thanks...

I

one

•

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

Fr Your Wonderful Responses
On Our 50th

Pat Leroy'
Burdeshatv
••••

attornialp

In
Farewell

••
,Think of
Naturally
An Expensive Monument

We Will Always Be
Profoundly Grateful.

„Announcement...
R. T. Parley has sold his intereat in the Farley.

The dreary winter season will soon be here and
when the gloomy days come it is very,comforting,tjp know
_ that the last resting place of your loved one is 'suitable' and
•
Our fine granite and Marble fall of it personally.,
selected by tiA at the quarries) and the experienced, work'men and personal service- which we- give evelry oraer, comgrali,e,
plete equipment can produce for 'you just the

guished tours when those of our profession must be called, call at our
Funeral Home on the occasion of our 60th Anniversary, Inspect our
Home and equipMent and offer.their congratulations.

& Son Coal CO. to Chesley ButterWorth, who will

k

from now on be .associated with Lamar Farley under the firm name of Farley & Butterworth.

appropriately marked forever.

have so many friends of all togga,4ild friends and recent friends, those
we have served antrfhose %OM have not yet had to suffei the an-

The new firm wilrearry only high grade coal's
and endeavor to.•serwe aiLhonestly, efficiently and

r

your earliest convenience.

We are anxious that each home in Callo-

way county hay -ea copy of the commemorative, booklet' and the attractive combination thermometer and calendar that we are giving as
a memento of this occalion.

courteously.

a ew

I THANK YOU13 the 31 years I have been in the coal busi,
Ilekt8 in Murray the people of Murray and Calloway
counly have been very gbod to me.

We have then) as low as .$10.
\

I FALL Is An UNEXCELLED SEASON' _
i ..
To ERECT A MEMORIAL

MURRAY -RIAL !.1-E,WORKS

thank you one and

an for your

_
Farley &
Butterworth
__DealeriOn

I

sincerely

have overlooked doing-so.

We are treasuring this

Register;

register very

4

- highly and we hope that you will take the time to sign when you come.

Our aims and ideals have been high in the past,_and, your en-

patronage and the

many kindnesses.—It. T. Farley.

HIGH GRADE COAL
(,OLDIE ORR, Manager

-

During the past week. 655 persons have signed the

While- we do produce expensive ones, those of moderate means can obtain a suitable marker at very low cost.

..•6•'•••

•

If you hate not yet called, we cordially invite you to do so at

memorial you hare in mind.

Let us talk to you about
•

--•

s.More determined so to serve
—
couragements and friendships makd u
you that you will sincerely declare "aursiAlruly the service 'with dignity, reverence and economy."
I.
•8

J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
50 Years of Conscientious Service to the People of
Calloway County

,
—PH
190.7160—.
.46•WYVA•A•14.7.,/,

6
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-
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The second slicede in pursuhsg
health nurse, and Dr. Outland held held at the schodt aedfforture.
as follows:
When Beni came We placed her waved and yelled at them and they of the winners is
within the
windews. We think our room is
clinic here September 25. 'Prizes will be given to first, sec- lbstr study of poetry
health
a
grade-1st,
seventh
Spelling:
waving
by
greeting
our
wrapreturned
on the stage in a big chair
lovely.
ond, and third place winners of past week, entirely composed the
attended.
crowd
large
A
2nd,
Pauline
Steele;
Brown
Mary
us.
to
fs
handkerehie
big
red.
The fifth grade has memorized ped with orange celered paper their
events: following poem:
Eighth gride: 1st, Arline -We appreciate our new school each of the followings
"The Corn Song", this week. The and streamers streaming from the We were so much higher than they Hunt.
of Mr. violin solo, own selection; „Freed'
ketefeth
kindness
the
end
bus,
Bell.
CarRheda
;
and,
Cunningham
The
dwarfs.
like
The pupils whose deportment has fourth grade is nearly through chair to the wings and beck of that they looked
harp solo, own selection; viotin One cloudy autniath dig
l
ams.
Adams.
behind the boat left raway.
wheel
large
golden
a
was
chair
The
stages.
The
third
book.
its
health
grade
this
year
all
saa
are:
seventh
"A"
Blues";
been
Ferry
The second grade Went, out to
grades have been busy solo, "Brown
The •
as snow many feet
Oral Reading: seventh grade—lst,
giatie: Elizabeth Jones, Brownie has some new History Readers throne on which sat Betty, our foam white
violin solo, "Arkansas
play
week making health dancing:
past
the
for
Mary
2nd,
Lucille
behind.
McDermott;
queen.
reigning
Readsince
Health
finishing
their
,siker, Marie Phillips, Doris Work,'
guitar solo, own selec- They sat upon the hay
interest has been Traveler";
Much
posters.
1st,
grade:
colEighth
Brown
Steele.
we
orange
that
and
us
fern
of
told
post
Big
now
.
class
is
ers.
The
Vera
primer
now
ready
Miss
ram.fourth grade: Rosie Worktion; violin solo, "Red Wing"; querAnd watched the clouds float
Bell shown by the upper grades in
man; second grade: Sue and Jo for another book. The seventh ored blossoms sat around her should all be going home and we Daniel Parker, 2nd, Rheda
-tee, own selection; vocal solo, with
away
maps.
drawing
which
away.
Carr
feet
again
truck
Betty's
at
the
in
and
throne
were all soon
Workman, Silverine Rogers and grade has some new maps on the
guitar, own selectipn; and the best file trees were yellow, green end
past
black
the
and
for
Murray.
to
orange
roil
an
on
rested
The honor
wall.
and on our way back
Dramatics Reading: seventh and
Saints D. Lockhart.
fiddler will receive a prize. Adbrown
'Citir 'fun was slightly lessened on eighth grades—lat. Cletus Colson; month -is as follows:
mission will be 10 add 20c.
Several pupils made all As and footstool.
The pupils who made all A's and
The leaves wets* WOO be tallBeach,
home because it had 2nd, Dorothy Elliott or Dorothy
grade: Margaret
way
First
our
present,
were
guests
28
About
everyone
and
B',.
this
pest
Month
___"..sra4bis month are: seventh grade,
--Hazel hien- conquered. Lynn.
esley Wyatt, -Otis Fierds, -Rayothers sent grown so late and drops of rain Walker.
game
The third grade hygiene class is
ygitabeth Jones; fifth grade, Ruby is wishing to make that good this all bringing gifts, and
Frances Grove in our final softball
Anna
and
Dick,
falling.
mond
were.
gifts.
Athletic
a..events:. 50-yard dash:
exciting making health books carrying out
Parker; fourth grade, Ben Elli- month.
cleft,
a
in
season
the
of
Smith.
We stopped at a place near Pauline Hunt.
•
At 2:30 p. m. we opened our
n, Roxie Workman; third grade,
Be stn-e to read Musie's and
game played at Lynn Grove, Oc- the theme "Good Habits."
Second grade: Tommie Rule, and
Cherry and bought drinks, but
The fifth grade language CIIISS
Veare true. short program which was much
Elliott,
uel Jones and Lenard Meadows; Doris' stories. They
Dorothy
tober 2, by the score of 5-4.
race:
Relay
way.,
the
along
Mason.
speeding
B.
soon
Walter
were
second grade, Sue and Jo Work- -Marie's story is about the shower enjoyed, after which the seventh
leta Nell Travis, Florence BillingHazel's seventh and eighth grade is preparing posters illustrating
Garland,
at
Sue
arrived
we
Mary
When
grade:
again..
Third
home
correct speech habits.
man, Silveririe Rogers, James D. we gave .Betty and the other is grade girls served refreshments
ton, and Jolee Garden.
Hayden Smith, and Edna Frances team beat Kirksey's seventh and
Murray. lights were twinkling all
The honor roll for the second
Lockhart; first grade, Marion Alice about our picnic at Dr. Rainey T. cafeteria style. They looked very'
throwing contest, for
afterSoftball
Friday
Hazel
at
grade
eighth
Miss
into
got
here
We
town.
attractive in their new white tea over
__—
Workman, Zane Coleman, and Bil- Wells' summer cottage.
girls, Dortithy Walker.
Which month of zehOol is as follows:
16-11
at
score
the
by
noon;
Colefaover
,Nell
Clara
speeding
grade:
and
h
car
Vera's
First grade: Etrple Jewell, Euell
aprons.
Athletic events for boys: 100ly Joe Hale.
•
"Betty's Shower"
Fck°4-t: Hattie Mae Grugett, Haley wat their third victory in succesDi
miliar roads. Miss Vera took each
marl:
Crass. Fay
yard dash, Elvin Garland; 50-yain Bean, and J. W. Wyatt.
After refreshments were served, Of us to our own home.
sion. They had previously de- Lee Kim bro, Billy Joe
Owing to the infantile paralysis , During the third month of'School
Fowler, Edna deweil Thomas, and
race,
relay
Thompson;
Elvin
dash,
13-10.
and
20-8
ly two pupils have beau, to every body decided they would, Jo and Sue Workman (twins) drew
Vancleave
feated
Guier,
and
Fifth grade: Kenneth
We all had a pleasant time
Loretta Eldridge.
...sol every day this year. They give Betty Dunn, our little friend, the gifts into the room and on to our only "wish it to have many W. C. Ragsdale, Coffield Vance, Ai- Kathryn Harned, and Barbaranell
Hazel's girls' softball team reSecond grade: Buna Sue Fielder,
Wells.
a
Hardin
in
and
and
Houston,
frld
stage
the
of
Wedbe
on
side
to
lind
A.
the
was
L.
Ellison.
It
shower.
a
are Ben
Lathram.
turned from Concord Thursday and Anita Lee Crass.
others just as pleasant.—Written
News
Grade
the
Second
presented
and
way
First
that
interesting
very
7.
When
Betgave
nesday, October
Every pupil in school
Seventh grade: Mary Sue Guier. afternoon victorious in spite (4
by Doris Workman.
Third grade: Johnnie McCage.
litThe first and second grades are
ty a sits at the shower we gave Wednesday came each one was gifts we all had for ber. The
predictions they's lose. The score
Fnorth grade: Hilda Thomas.
the
for
work
and
their
sweet
very
completing
so
busy decorating. Randolph Story tle twins were
her bit Thursday.
evened the score 25-22 in
10-0
Fifth grade: Iva Nell Jewell.
fair. They have finished their
Cole, and lovely dressed as cupie Halloween
Jones, Gene
We have put up new curtains Jimmy
favor of •Concord played a few • There will be a pie sapper at
toy's and are working on their
Richard Boggess put up the cur- sprites bearing a fairy's cup in
was
team
in our library.
Hazel's
before.
weeks
this place October 17.
There was no news report laid
shop The secoed grade has made
Richard Boggess, Boyce which was found a note from Ti. 'me have taken down our indi- tain/.
very crippled and some of its beet
This is the last week of the the furniture for their log house. week as the reporter was ill.
vidual chains and fastened them Rogers, and Gene Cole went after tania queen of fairies to Betty. The
plays
players were absent. Good
MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
gifts. second' month of school. School The girls have completed their
Hazel High teachers attended the
. into one long chain and put them some red sumac bushes to decorate wagon was brimming with
made by Adams, Berkely,
very nice- rugs and quilts.
Murray last were
progressing
at
Parbe
meeting
to
Brownie
seems
F.D.E.A.
and
Jones
and
Ben,
Elizabeth
Jack.
Hue!,
the
stage.
in
wall
two
•
long chains
.
on the
Roach, White, Miller, Johnson.
Good attendance last Lord's day.
ts have been made
Friday.
draped in three scallops. They are R. L. that morning went after Billy ker opened the gifts and let Betty ly. Arrangemen
and Pinicley who made the only Splendid interest manifested. Quite
The
an
was
3,
gymnasium.
October
our
night,
proceeded.
re-floor
to
Stunt
they
as
one
each
presput
the
enjoy
to
wagon
Hales
made up of links of many colors. Joe
name run.
an increase in Bible classes. Letal.
interesting, humorous entertain•We all went home happy because floor is in a very bad condition at
We have blackboard borders and ents in. Jiimmie Jones and Rareincrease the attendance more.
the
large
expecting
a
by
are
vsititessed
We
school
being
little
present.
ment
our
made
winhad
we
window decorations of Halloween Adolph Story made a cafeteria
Next Lord's day:
the
were
out
Prizes
tearing
audience.
commence
Marie
to
by
men
ten
enthusiastic
happy.—Writ
dow. The girls made many de- mate
picture*.
Bible study 9:45 a. ms regular
• old floor soon.
given to the F.F.A. Club and the
Phillips.
By Mary Sue Geier
We have new curtains at the signs to put on the window.
worship 10:50. Audience dismissed
The entire school is busy peeOur Trip to Rainey T. Wells'
Three months of our school have third and fourth grades as they
before 12 o'clock.
paring for the Community Fair passed.
were tied for first place. -Three
Summer Home
Sunday evening services will
The first grade has almost cc
On Saturday, September 19, the which will be held at Faxon OctoOur softball teams met Landon classes placed second: first grade,
prt
be announced at the morning hour.
pupils who made an average of a ber 16. We have great expecta- Friday afternoon. Landon won the ninth grade and Horne Economies pleted its marionette show
Prayer service and Bible study
"13" got to go on a picnic to Rainey tions for the success of the fair. tilt. The Backusburg girls wen Club, also the tenth grade took illustrating the story of "The Three
Pigs." A program is scheduled Wednesday evening at 7 °Idea.
T. Wells' summer home, located There will be a day full of events their game over Landon. Muck third place.
A cordial invitation extended 14
Saturday night. October 17, 7:30 for Friday, October 16, in which
on the Tennessee River ,abotit 18 and prominent among these is a interest was shown in the games.
feature. all to attend all sereices.
a
is
show
be
his
t
marionette
fr.
will
contest
fiddlers
ball game with Almo at 3 o'clock. . Miss
a
m.,
p.
county
Irvan,
miles east of Murray.
Virginia
The ones who were eligible to Also there will be a play, presentnight.
Friday
school.
knew
the
by
they
ed
because
happy
go were
they would see sights they had The play is entitled "The Gft; In
the Fur Coat."
TILL, 5:00 P. M.
never seen before.
TILL 5:00 P. M.
We all gathered at the school Mr. Robert Roberts, of the Merit(Except Sunday)
- (Except Sunday)
building at I o'clock in the after- Roberts ,Funskal Home Mayfield.
the
to
$5.00
noon. We waited patiently for Ky:, has contributed
our chauffuer, that our teacher debate club with which to purhad. _got to take us. But he chase material. Thanks Mr. Robdidn't arrive. So Miss Vera. our erts. With the aid of the county
teacher carried us to town in her sehool board we have added a new
I•
car where we hired new trans- set of World Books to our library.
Activities
portation. The truck -was a new
Thursday afternoon. October 8,
highly built up V-8 Ford.
societies, the
We Were soon speeding along the two literary
the highway. We yelled and- waved Sigmaro, and the Wilsonian, met
at everybody we saw. We rode so for their first softball clash. Seeswiftly that the wind made tiny eral unearned runs were counted
on both sides, but nevertheless
stinging whips of our hair.
Soon we turned off the highway, both sides fought hard. Although
onto a small' country road. We the Wilsanians led most of the
A Fox Picturali
stopped at a large white house to game, they were able to win only
inquire the way. The woman told by a score of 11-9. The game
us we were on the wrong road. was called at the end of the fifth
NOTE—This picture will also be shown Saturday.
But we were soon on the right Stirring. A home run was collected
by each side, Williams hitting for
road again.
In short while we Were at the the circuit for the Signtaros and
we were so eager te-tee. We Brandon for the Wilsonians. The
place
are
suits
Yorker
New
our
into
put
HE fronts we
Then hats am in the ,ring . and iii
hopped out of the large truck to lineups were as follows:
Wilssmians: R. Falwell, ss; R.
woo/ felt, for Michaels-Stern who tailor these
see the cottage located upon the
a 90 minute laugh 1.•noc,k• out from
Beautiful Tennessee River. We all Ross, lb; Brandon, cf; W. Gantt, p;
smart clothes for us have demonstrated by laboratory and Charlie!
Patsy
Willif:
rushed down in front of the cabin Ragsdale, c; Carraway,
NI I ROACH MO:PM
1
to a beautiful grey soap-stone rock oughby, sf; Vance, 3b; Houston. 2b;
tests the superiority of this front over an all-cotton
eXICUtIWI rictovciit
K. Ross, rt. Substitutes: Wells and
ledge.
M.•WURTZEI.
SOL
felt.
About that time we heard the Phelps.
ciasttto Sm
Sigmaro: I. Thompson, lb; E.
keeps its
motor of a small boat. Our eyes
IUGANI 50501
The result is you have a coat front that
rarnett.
p;
Williams,
at
and
as;
Thompson,
river
the
scanned
carefully
Shape, does not wrinkle but remains pliable yet firm—
last we saw the boat coming our If; Dyer. 3b: Burkeers c; Cunningperdirection. They boy who accompa- ham, cf; J. R. Falwell, sf; Billingassuring you a well-groomed appearance and a
nied our chauffeur told us it was ton, rf; M. Gantt; 2b.
Seventh and Eighth Grade News
fectly fitting suit..
a mussel boat.
We have been trying out for the
boat was tut of sight.
the
After
to
And the fact-that the pockets are firMly anchored
we carefully made our way down entries _for the various contests of
gives
to the foot of the steep and rocky the community fair. A partial list
a felt strip that goes the full length of the coat
cliff. When we at last.' reached
PERT ISEATON
further assurance of a perfect front—for the pockets
the Mot of the hill we found- ourcorn-field.
a,
of
edge
the
at
selves
cannot possibly sag.
▪
We made our way across fit and
in well-dressed
soon we were walking along a narIf you want to put up your best front
row path along the west bank of
company make sure your next suit is a New Yorker by
the river. Its waves danced and
Calloway Mesh Coirrt
value in
played back and forth with. a the
.Michaels-Stern. It is the greatest $35 suit
Asshadows of the tiers of trees on' Young Meri'S'Building & Loan
the world.
its banks. But everyone was 'Very sociation, of Mayfield, Ky..
Plaintiff
careful not to get too close to the
Charlie was the home-type
Vs. Judgrrient and Order of Sale
edge of the bank.
until that villain (Menjou)
We enjoyed this very much but,It. W. Key, Et Al,
Defendants
'him to put a thrill
we had to return to the camp on
tempted
By virtue of a judgment and
the cliff and as we began our asfor Mary's sake.
marriage
into
cent we found some shells which order of sate oS the Calloway Cirstarted a delightful hunt among the cuit Coutt. rendered at the August
rocks for anything of interest. We term thereof, 1936, in the above
found many beautiful shell; Some cause or the purpose of - payment
were snail shells, others were vari- of $1436.89 with 6% per annum
ous othetslitndof shells among the interest theron from January 24th.
1936 until paid and costs herein exrocks. Then we went on up tl
pended. I,shall proceed to'. offer,.
cliff to find some water.
Our chauffuer told us to ga down for sale at the codrt house door
to the next house where we could in Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder at public auction. on
get some water from the well.
"This sort of thing,
We went down a' path, through Mondik?fhe 26th day of October.
dear lady, will make you
the woods, that led to the house. 1936, at 1 o'clock or thereabout
We asked the lady if we could get (same beieg- county court dai),
ingle with excitement!"
Ky.
Paducah,
a dritfle She told us where the efion a credit of six month, the
217 Broadway
well was and we went to get a folloWirscdescribed property, being
drink. We couldn't find any dip- and lying in Calloway County,
. Towit:
per but we found a tin can but KentockiT
most of us drank from the bucket. F --Beillat--tritif numbers twenty one
Then we went back to the cabin (21) twenty two (22) and twenty
THE BEST TRADITIONS OF
of
to toast marshmallows which Miss three (234- as shown on Plat
Beale & Holton Addition to MurTHE OLD KENTUCKY
Vera had brought.
As we stood about the fire toast- ray, Ky.. as recorded in Deed Book
HOME
ing and eating in good picnic No. 30. page 239. the said lots adfashion, Miss - Vera called our at- joining and used as one -lot and
Service, Comfort
are ever observed in the of the
"Think offindings whimtention to the formation of the together, all three lots, front 75
and convenience
ound within a few feet of where feet on north 12th street and fun
vial understanding sod
were then standing. She told back, west 189 feet, said lots eachlike you, Mr. Bixby, In
that those big banks were frent 25 feet and each running
compose
and
189
feet
State of Kansas."
west
back
behind
the
stand
to
men
for
up
thrown
to shoot to kill his own neighbors one residence lot.' Being the same
and kin. 'She remarked that we real estate conveyed -to R. W: Key
were then standing on holy ground. by R. E. Broach and wife by deed
That Isere cannon roared and its of date Sept. 2. 1927 of record in
9et and shells mangled and Jere D. B. No. 54, Aage 92 in the Cellos
—A ND
into shreds the bodies of some of way County Court Clerk's office
and being the residence lot of said
our ov(n people.
After our sped time about the R. W. Key.
-Data in All
For the purchase price the purfire arid 'as We si-e-re'pfepartne to
Louisville's Newest and Up-to
deep
mast execute bond with
chaser
a
ADOLPHE MENJOU
heard
We
Most
home,
and
return
ents
Appointm
coming from the fog approved securities. bearing legal
sound
hoarse
Reasonable Rates
horn of an approaching boat on the interest from the day of sale unriver.. We rushed 'back down to til paid, and having the force and.
A Musical Revue
NEXT THURSDAY and FRIDAY
MrLAM, Ass',t. Manager
the. hag overhangihg rock on 'the effect of a judgment. Bidders will
Write 'MOWER
promptly
comply
to
be
prepared
'
advancing.
boat
the
ons
ledge to see
in Color
" for Refiervati
We wer'e up so' high the boatmen with these terms - -George S. Hart,
could see us very plainly. We Master Commissioner.
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Faxon School News

Backusburg School
News

The "Front",You Put Up
Depends on die Fronts We Pit in]

BALCONY. . 16c
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I BALCONY. . 16c

MIDNIGHT SHOW

TODAY AND FRIDAY

FRIDAY NIGHT
Doors open 10:30 P. M., Show starts at 11:00
No advance in admission; Stud/ant Tickets
good

BRIAN DORM
CLORIA.STUART

T
40%

DOUGLAS FOWLEY
ISABEL JEWELL
STEPIN FETCNIT

THEY'RE.IN A FULL-LENGTH SCREARHE NOW!

.
ott.a.sti,rfon
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PATSY KfLLY
CAARLIf
Guinn "BIG

• COMMISSIONER'S
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James
Ws. J. H. Branch and her daugh- a.- m. We have adequate classes warcts-Maeph.F.. Columbus;
Window glass, all sixes, Murray and attending school at Murray
Miss Anna Diltz Holton who
for all ages. A special invitation Moore, Columbus. Jack Feasel, CoMonroe.
Sue
Windbw glass, all sites, Murray
Minnie
ter,
College.
State
has been teaching in a Ft. Worth, Paint & Wallpaper Co.
lumbus.
Paint & Wallpaper Co
of is extended to college students.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Clark
Miss Oranelle Staplys was treatJim Page was admitted to the
Texas high' school- for several
begins
revival
fall
annual
Our
Milan,
of
Clark
Paul
Mr. and Mrs. George Hart. •Mr.
and
years, recently accepted a splendid ed at the Keys-Houston Clinic Mason' Memorial Hospital Monday Clinton,
and Mrs. Ora Broach. and Mrs.
Tenn.. were guests of Prof. and November 1. Dr. E. C. Stevens
high school position in Cincinnati. Hospital Sunday night for a for treatment.
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Woolen Goods (carried)
priced from 50c to $1.25, per yd.

and satisfacuon than any other on ,the market Come
and see its beauty, its new cificioncV features, yours to
enjoy for a lifetime, at surnrisinoly low • cost.

23c

Towels, 20x4Q, asst. colors

Large

ERIE Cirailator.Heater
CRASS FURNITURE CO.

15c

One lot black

18 3-4c

oi

NORTH FOURTH STREET

4-1b. carton PURE HOG LARD
PORK SAUSAGE, 2 pounds
BROOKFIELD SAUSAGE. 2 pounds
STEAK, tut from Armour's best branded
.
any cut, pound
BOLOGNA, 2 pounds

We Deliver

58c
35c
52c

beef,

25c
25c

L. K. WEBB, Kentucky Manager

Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph
Company
INCORPORATED

Phone 37
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address on collar. Reweird
-New eterStrue- stock necessary-we furnish eapi-il Ohio
Wilkersou,
mother, Mn. Term., was a Hazel visitor Tues- F. H. A. LOANS
once, McConnon & 12.00. Return to Torn
at
Write
tat.
reor
es
The next meeting Will be held weeks- nursing tier
properti
existing
don,
on Build- Murray Route 9.
McConn
next Wm. Holley who Was ill, returned day.
1093
y.
Compan
TeL
the
second Thursday in
Breath,
Mrs. Brady Denham White is in financing. Herman
029p
home Thursday, leaving her mothU ing, Winona, Minnesota.
month at the school building.
299.
LOST-2 male black and tan
the Mason Hospital for treatment.
er much improved.
in
was
of
Murray
hounds. Whit Imes, Almo, Ky. ltc
Finney
H.
W.
h
Paduca
of
Mrs, Zora Cochran
Quirt-Piet hsg Party
WANTED for Rawleigh
heap, excellent brass MAN
SALE-c
FOR
.
on
business
Tuesday
Hazel
with
y and Sunday
complete. Route of 800 families. Good prof- Kroger's Great Fall
Mrs. H. 0. Beandon and her spent Saturda
Mrs. Roberta Brandon and Mrs. ceiling light fixture,
--and Miss Libbie
Mrs. Bettie Clanton, enter- Mrs. Bettie James
office.
mother.
Times
di
its for hustler. We train and
Ledger
in
Canned Goods Sale
were
w
Turnbo
Perry
Mary
Death Cornea Sunday Morning;
today. RawWrite
tained with a quilt-piecing Wed- James.
you.
help
.
Tuesday
Sister Survives. Burial
Miss Cora Lee Hayes, Cerulean Murray
nesday of last week. It was an all
TICKETS-given on every 25c pur- leigh's, Dept. KYJ-181-SA2, FreeThe Kroger Grocery and Baking
the week end guest
at Locust Grove
N5p
day affair and a delightful dinner Springs was
chase-Sin men's and Boys' depart- port, ill.
Miss
y has been planning for
Both
-Compan
Miller,
Mildred
Miss
of
was served at high noon.
ment, for free•suit to be given
teachare
Miller
for this great sale. They
Miss
E 0. Perry, 80 years of age of
and
months
Those present were Mrs. Mollie Hayes
feurth Monday. Oct. 26. Lerman FOR SALE-several 40 gal. CocaHazel died Sunday morning
searched the markets the
ltc
have
P.
on, Mrs. Pat Thompson, ing at Linton, Ky.
H.
Thomps
bargain.
a
Bros:
at
Cola barrels
the itianOla Memorial Hospital.
Ewell Lamb arrived in Hazel
Beatrice Packman led the Marltc country over and used their great
Miss Pearl Thompson, Mrs. Orville
on from Oklahoma ray Girl Scouts troops in their BROOMS tied 15c or on shares. Wear.
Ile had been there several weeks
Jenkins, Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow, Miss Friday afterno
buying power to bring these wonMr. and Mrs. annual Cookie Sale Saturday, as Men at work every day, prompt
for treatment. He is survived by
Eva Perry, Mrs. Ella Alexander, to visit his parents,
0 choice rull-blooded derful values to you at these great
SALE-5
FOR
HerMrs.
Five
Mr. and
astei, Mrs. A. E. Mason, with
Noxell Shop,
the girls added $7.65 to their cof- service.
pullets,
Orpington
Mrs. H. I. Neely, Mrs. Abe Thomp- Edd Lamb.
savings.
015p stock Buff
he had made his herne for
man Sfrrader of Wyoming are also fers.
Pellets.
See George
son.
lay.
to
ready
about
- •
Food prices are advancing but
M the Lamb home.
tee east 16 yearI.
the
of
guests
wife
C.
Gavern,
M.
ltp
Mrs.
Ropte 3.
Birthday Party Given iiiaturdey
daugh- piano instructor of Murray State STOMACH ACin. GAS PAINS, Washburn, Murray
and
bought this merchandise
l
Caldwel
Kroger
"Guy
Mrs.
H•• was never married. He had
B. Y. P. U. Elects Officers
sufEvening
Somerville, Tenn., are College, has been selected to lead INDIGESTION victims, why
2
,
of
singers.
Viva
canaries
bee:: a member of the Locust
ago and they are passing
ter,
months
-3
Young People's
Mr. and Mrs. George Starks enget a free FOR SALE
The Baptist
visit Mrs. Caldwell's fath- the Girl Scouts in their music ac- fer? For quick relief
er a e Baptist Church since early
female. Singers $1.00; female this savings on to you.
1
in West Union has elected the following here to
prehome
d
their
at
tertaine
doctor's
of Udga, a
"Uncle Ellie" as he was
er, W. C. Osbron and family.
Linnie B. Wuster, Coltivities of the coming year. She sample
See our hand bills and compare
Stubblefield 50c. Mrs.
Hazel in honor. of their daugh- officers:
ltp
Mrs. Hubert Morrit of Puryear, will have charge of the chapel scription, at Dale,
joreay culled by his many friends
Station.
lege
t:
was
who
presiden
Pearl,
D3p
ng,
Willie
these prices with what you have
ter, Miss
Bradford Armstro
Tenn., spent Friday with her sis- program the scouts will present to Co.
celebrating her 18 birthday.
shares. been paying. Then go to your favon
Royce Jones, vice-president; James ter-in-law, Mrs. R. M. Vance.
or
15c
tied
S
BROOM
the Training School in the near BROOMS Made for 15 cents, or on
sevGames, music and conversation Marshall Overcast, secretary and
Men at work every day, prompt orite Kroger store and buy
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Wilson, Mr. future.
shares. Square Deal Broom Shop, service.
were enjoyed throughout the ev- treasurer; Thomas Perry Turnbow
Noxell Shop, Five eral months' supply. The more you
Mrs.
and
Macon Erwin
Mrs.
and
scout
Inglis,
,
CrewMrs.
Franklin
Road
Rail
East Main St.,
029c
ening.
and Truett Smith Hawley, group Marian Wilson were in Murray
buy the more you save. See our
0200 Pointe,
leader, has announced that the ing, Murray, Ky.
Nice refreshments of sandwiches, leaders; and Miss Libble James
.
Tuesday
t,
dancup
take
will
handcraf
girls
hand bias and stores for many real
cows,
pickles, cake and cream were counsellor.
FOR SALE-3 Jersey milk
Mrs. Pearl Gower Wilson, who ing, singibg, and first aid.
FREE DIRT-Good, rich dirt free giving Milk. _Price right. See P. values.
IN CASH PRIZES served in the living room.
Is staying with her ancle, Joe
There are 18 girls in the two for hauling. Plowed up ready
Here is listed a few of the items:
StubblefieM, near Cherry on
MOW present were Mr. 411ind Mrs.. Baptist W. M. S. Meets
Gower, near Cottage Grove, Tenn., troops at present. Because of the to load. Apply to Mr. Ruskier
ltp
.
Highway
Concoed
Torn Strader and daughter, -Lucy,
Large No. 2 1-2 Hominy, can 6c;
The Woman's Missionary Society spent the week end in Hazel with lack of leaders the troops will at the' Hospital grounds, West New
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Strader and of the Hazel Baptist church met
and
Ground Black 'Pepper, lb. 10c; 4
ltc
Wnsons
the
;
folks,
location
home
her
meet together for a while. Any Poplar street.
FOR RENT-farm, good
sons, Billie Joe and Onice,Wilson, Tuesdan afternoon at 2- o'clock at
.
NO. 2 cans Tomatoes 29c; 2 No,
Herndon
Flint
Mrs. Jessie
house, close to
girl ten years of age or eider is
'on 3-toom
Raymond Tidwell, Ralph Tidwell, the church and held its meeting.
See 2 1-2 cans Rosedale or Avondale
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Orr and son eligible for membership in the or- FOR RENT-Farm, first house
Murray.
of
miles
5
church.
,
Cullie Turpin, Mrs. Jess Latimer The Royal Serivce program was
15c;
Concord road. Also 3-room apartof the West Fork neighborhood. ganization. .
Mrs. Harriet Floyd, Murray, Ky., Peaches 29c; Onions, 10 lb. bag
Miss Louise Lawrence, Miss Maude given. Topic for the months: "The
ment in town, furnished, modern
ltp Potatoes $1.89 bag, 30c peck; Jack
Hazel Saturday afternoon
in
were
icribe
Gibson,
Sue
-Emma
2.
Route
Get Program Schedule at King, Miss Marjorie Hankins, Miss Blessed Grace of Giving."
conveniences. See Mrs. Joe Wilshopping.
Salmon, 2 pounds 15c; Oleo, 4 lbs.
ley, J. M. Starks, Mr.
The meeting opened with song.
liams, 313 South Sixth street. , ltp FOR SALE-3350 -pounds of first
my Diamond D -X Station Louise Burk
K. Pinkley Jr., and Charles
L.
is. George Starks, and sons, "Savior Like a Shepherd Lead
hay.
25c. etc.
pea
class baled bean and
James' who are working in PaduJames Weslee, Reubin Briga, and Us."
FOR RENT-furnished apartment, Come and get it, 2 miles North of .This volt sale started Monday
cah. spent the week end in Hazel
2 rooms and bath, 816 West Pop- Lynn Grove. G. A. Atkins. ltp morning, October 12, and lasts ell
Howard Thomas.
Devotional was given by the Mrs. and Crossland with their parents, •
Those sending gifts were Mrs. Grace Wilson, program leader.
lar St. See George Hurley, or
-Hogs,
14
week includifig Saturday, October
Kin Pinkley, and Mr. and Mrs.
Oct
EAST ST. LOUIS,
ltp
call 215.
Era King and Annie King.
FOR SALE-5 tube 34 table model
Hymn-"The Ninety and Nine". Golan James. •
weights
direct;
g
includin 500
17.
6,000.
congood
in
Mee
radio
many
received
electric
The honoree
Those taking part On the proMrs. Marian Wilson and family 170 lbs. up, steady; lighter weights FOR RENT-3 room apartment on Prince
Be sure to see our fruit and proKenneth Groand useful gifts.
gram were: Mrs. Coleman Hurt, had as their week end guests Mr_ 25 to 40 cents lower; top 10.35; S. Third St., close in. Electric dition. Price $20.
ltp
department. We have sevduce
Mrs. Myrtle Osbron, Mrs. W. B. and Mrs. Claud Hoffman and bulk 190-250 lbs. 10.100 10.25; few stove furnished.
Arthur gan, Hazel, Ky.
See
arriving daily from all
cars
eral
Hazel P. T. A. Meets
Vaughn.
Freak
Mr.
Mrs.
Tenn.,
and
,
.
ltp
Milstead
dedghter of Memphis
10.30i 170-190 lbs. 9.75100.15; 140- Bourland.
LOST-Black Fox Hound, has parts of the United States. Advt.
Toe P. T. A. of Hazel high school
society
the
,
Miss
program
the
and
l
After
and Mrs. Guy Caldwel
160 lbs. 8.85-9.50; 100-130 lbs 7.75
white breast and tail. Has Akron,
met Thursday afternoon at 3 held a short business session and
FOR RENT-3 room apartment, 1
Viva of Painesville, Term., Mr. and
sows 8.755i 9.25.
eno'clock at the school with the election of officers with the fol- Mrs. M. Caldwell and children of h•8.60:
private
square,
black court
Cattle 3,500, calves 2.000; vealers
president, Mrs. Will Jones. pre- lowing : slate being accepted:
steam heat, entirely modnear Midway.
top 10.25; other Vence,
higher:
cents
25
siding. A program was presented
Wilson;
42 for appointment or
call
F"resident, Mrs. Grace
ern,
Mable McLeod was in MurMrs.
dames • opening generally steady,
and then the business session held. first vice-president, Mrs. A. M.
Ryan Davis. ltc
Mamie
Mrs.
see
Saturday afternoon.
ray
with trading moderately active on
A, new presidefit and and. a new Hawley;
vice-president,
second
Mrs. J. R. Miller and sons, few choice steers and butcher yearMAN WANTED-Mr. R. A. Seitzsecretary were eletied.
Mrs. Coleman Hurt; third vice- James and Bob, were in Murray
lings and heifers 5.500 8.00; beef giver has discontinued in east
The following officers are serv- president, Mrs. W. B. Milatead; Saturday shopping.
cows 4.00er 4.75: cutters and low Calloway County, Kentucky. This
ing this year:
corresponding secretary, Mrs. H. I.
Mrs. R. B. Henry of Henry,
up
for an
President, Mrs. J. R. Miller; vice- Neely; recording secretary and Term., was called to Hazel Monday cutters 2.75€ 3.75; sausage bulls
As a splendid opportunity
to 550; nominal range slaughter Tndustrious man to secute a good,
president, Miss Murl Jones; secre- treasurer, Mrs. W. H. Miller.
"Uncle
of
services
1
,
for the funrea
-shiers 5.25410.00; slaughter heif- steady and permanent incense.
tary, Miss Julia Frances Curd:
The following chairmen were Ellie" Perry.
ers 4.50a 9.75. --a
Sales experience unnecessary. No
treasurer, Joseph Miller; historian, elected for the different commitJohn
Mrs.
Mrs. Audrey Simmons.
cash investment in merchandise
Mrs. D. N. White.
Mrs.
n,
chairma
Milship
B.
tees: Steward
Lawrence, and Mrs. W.
Produce
Y.
N.
••
••••••
••••••
Mrs.
••••••
Study,
ee••••
H. I. Neely; Mission
stead were Paducah visitors one
Frank Viteghn; Personal Service, day last week.
NEW YORK, Oct. 14-Live poult
Osbron: Margare
$1.75 per hundred
Mrs. Myrtle
Mr. and Mrs. D. N. White at- try steady to easya,,freight. fowls: lie
cut any bill of lumber for
,p'
..
?*Tit
rUr a1,r
• if esiiist
Fund, Mrs. Coleman Hurt; White,-tended the funeral services for colored rival; leghorn 12n14;
at mill
Cross, Mrs. Ella Mayer: Sunbeam, Voris W. Gregory in Mayfield Sun- other freight
prices unchanged. ilialteet:,'s aorta niter writ,'Ann:
action Yet ue
ifs,
h in
01tel
,
;1 .
.
,01
7
04
legLeader. Mrs. W. B. Milstead: En- • day.
17ei21;
colored
Express, fowls:
tertainment, Mrs. 0. B. Turnikw.
J. B. Simmons of New Provi- horn 12a 17; other express prices
The meeting closed by singing dence was in Hazel Saturday.
unchanged.
"I Gave My Life for Thee."
Little Miss Ann'e Marshall spent
While they last SPECIAL lee
her
with
week
Offering.,
porcelain top Trial sizes on oak at Dale. Stubblea few clays last
Fal# SALE-solid
.•
10
Hazel
.
wley..Ha
Mrs.
Mr.
and
,
prayer,
Closing
aunt, Mrs. Hugh Shipley
kitchen table, $4.50. White iron field & Co., Druggists,-in
. by Turnbow Drug Co.
Shipley near Tobacco.
bed. $6.50. Mrs. Joe Lovett.
Mrs. W. B. Milstead. Miss Eva
Mr. and Mrs. Coleman Hurt were
Perry. Mrs. T. S. Herron. Mrs. H. Murray visitors Monday afterL Neely and Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow noon,
were Paris, Tenn., guests Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Dumas Clanton,
Dr. Burton Love of Puryear was W. D. Kelly, and Mrs. Olga Kelly
in Hifel Friday.
Freeman and children, Elbert Jr.
Mrs. C. St. John o$ New Provi- and Jimmie, were in Paducah
dence was a Hazel visitor Tuesday. Sunday as guests of the Rev. and
The Rev, and Mrs. J. E. Under- Mrs_ J. E. Underwo2d and family.
wood and children of -Paducah
J. H. Humphrey and daughter,
were here last week as guests in Mrs. al. W. Richerson of Taylor's
,
the home of W. D. Kelly and fam- store 'were in Hazel Tuesday.
ily.
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Roy Hicks Jr.
Mrs. Myrtle Osbron and sister, and baby Bobbie of Springville,
18" Ease
Mrs. Amanda White of Murray Tenn., spent the week end with
were in Paris Thursday.
Guaranteed 10 Years!
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. ft,
Gus Flakaaa Of Paris, Term., was :Hicks.
"Warm
'
Why shiver this attife?,
a business visitor in Hazel Friday.
E. H. Brannon of Nashville,
your home Stith Mine HerJohn Cathcart spent last Saturcules furnace and enjoy the
day in Mayfield visiting his mothmost heat for the least coal.
Long life and extra heat capacer, Mrs. Emma Catccart.
'placed
years
for
ity that have
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Boggess ot
first.
Hercules
Murray spent a few days first of
Couditioss Needs Doubler
lest week with Mrs. Boggess' mothAction Trit•talent
moue,
er, Mrs. Era King.
Stimulation of liver bile flow is notwith in.
relief, but combined
Julian Hatcher of Murray was in for complete
temporary
20 - Year Guarantee
relieves
that
n
normal stimulatio
cer
Hazel Friday.
constipation, quick, soothing result. are cord
indectructo
Herbine, a combination of herbs,
Misses Iva May Wood and Chrisdizzy
tbom
bine. BOTH actions and so
tine Jones of Kirksey were Hazel headachy, indlgestions, ass, rundown feeling,
Furnace
bowels re.
am relieved when both liver end bottle of
visitors Friday afternoon.
to normal action. Get your
Min. Nola Whitnell, who has turn
druggists.
(rota
Hmbine
ARRANGED
been at Jones Mill for several
Dale & Stubblefield
11" Size

E. 0. PERRY,80
OF HAZEL,IS DEAD

here, was of a kind, cheerful disposition, ever ready to serve his
fellow man and his Lord.
Burial was at Locust Grove
Monday afternoon with the Rev.
L. V. Henson officiating in the
presence Q; a large crowd of relatives and friends.
were his
Active pallbearers
nephews; 0. T. Mayer, John Craig,
0. B. Turnoow, Herbert Perry. E.
M. Mason, and Irvan Fair. Hon_orary: _L. E. VaughnD. N. White,
Felix Denham, J.. W? 'Thompson.
Lon White, J. D. Nix,, Edward Wilcox, Lilburn Wilcox, and T. M.
Steely.

Girl Scout News

•

Livestock

Choice of Any Suit in
House

FREE

Fourth Monday
- October 26

An••••

_1 GOOD OAK BOXING LUMBER

Tickets given on every
25c purchase in
Men's Dept.

SI.

75c add $1.00 per hundred
HEATER WOOD,$1.00 per cord
Sawdust and Fence Post

LERMAN BROS.

onstipatt on

Down

No

ADLERIKA

3YEARS TO PAY!
Over Half Million Homes
Testily to Its Superiority

Will

CECIL LOVETT'S _MILL Near OLIVE
R.,C. RILEY, Benton, Kentucky

AND OPENING

BIG

HEAVY
fil-kite L El

. _

d IS
Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 17 an

HENDON'S ONE-STOP SERVICE
Where Main Street Crosses The Railroad

BILIOUS

nation
>roved
ovem... •
ICCOM-

tantial
I and
charre extances
lower
L Kenigs in
of the
lea in
)y the
Is deas, be
r been
I now
duced
:se by
e sub& will
ir re-

Graves Hendon, Manager.

$64.50

It', .4
/IC

IS•72
tee

, Think of al .
20
guaranteed
ears and look at
Only
price.
,at Rears will you
find this value.

COUPONS

FINANCED
GUARANTEEP
BY SEARS

EBUCK
A SEARSANDROCO.
U

Paducah, Ky.

12,1 North :ird

Free Tickets
U

Open Sat. Till 8

ON THE

CHEVROLET

d will
ad by
le ex'
r. The
a fair
legal
ate.
revethose
ir the
.0 rem revisionCornnjes
arary
judgt. that

to be given away SATURDAY,
DEC. 26, 1936

‘ft.
DANCING...ENTERTAINMENT!
yovAiiiet

you actually dance or not,
Bluegrass Room in
a thrill out of visiting the
and listert,if you
the BrowitHotel! Merely sit
superb dance Music.
wish-but don't inns the

Ask the following merchants for
Tickets

Whether

Dinner•clancing
amusing entertainment.
Night-club from 10 p.m.to 2.
from 6:30 to 9:30.

the

Lph

trestotte

FREE •OIL,

INSTALLATIONS

N HOTEL
THE BROW
LOVISVILL.5
011.11 S Mr., M.

E. S. Diuguid & Son

Shroat Bros.

Wallis Grocery

Ryan's

Superior Laundry
Dry Cleaners.

and

Jack & Jill Shop
Johnson-Fain Appliance Co.
Murray Paint & Wallpaper. Co.

With each ptirchase of
any kind at our One-Stop
Service Station

OPENING DAYS
Saturday and Sunday
October 17 and 18
WE WILL GIVE A FREE
COUPON
Or and after Monday, October 19, we will redeem
this 'coirgron with ONE FREE
;QUART OF TEXACO OIL
'with each purchase of five
tallot of gasoline, or one
change of oil or one lubrication job:"

REMEMBER

One coupon to each purchaser who calls on our two
opening days, Saturday and
iunday.

Porter Motor Co.

glad to learn they can now get COM-_
PLETE FIRESTONE ONE-STOP SERVICE.
economy
You all know -the quality,
one Tires
Firest
of
e
servic
and superior
We will
."
dollar
per
miles
"most
for
sizes
of
range
te
comple
a
stock
and
cars
all types of passenger
trucks. Prices will be at the great
'values you have always expected and
gotten frord Firestone.

•

We will have a complete stock of
Firestone Accessories-Tubes, Batteries, Spark Plugs, and Brake Liningat the very lowest prices.
EXPERT TIRE AND I'Ul3E
REPAIRING

Liberal Trade-in Allowance
"

HIEF
TIRE-C
'AOils,CO
TE
Mar-Fax Greases and Lubricants.
co Motor

Corn-Austin Co.
H. B. Bailey
Wallis Drugs
Calloway County Lumber,Co.

Tires, Tubes and Accessories
calitairaq county people will be

Havoline and Texa
in Lubrication and Brakes.
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Dodd. Minnie 'Louise
Virginia
Parks, Kathleen Trevathan, Frances
all will still be
camp educational adviser of this they are moving,
Arnett.
with us in school but Sue Williams
company.
•
and. Junior.
We are very sorry that William
Mrs. Mary Lanier Magruder of
Tumor are gone since the 1:oand
Kentucky
Gough. the
Galen
NOTES
AGENT
'Lane's End', Kevtl, was a guest
Y
COUNT
Chambers
school
among
By Earl
lationship that exists
Hercules and temperance advocate,
of her cousin, Miss Bertie Manic.
mates' seems very touching at
entertained to a large Crowd at
last
Saturday.
fourth
our
Poultry
that
We are now beginning
parting time. We are sorry
his home town, Benton, Ky. It
Pine Bluff's invincible nine went
Poultry producers should take Sue will not be back with us.
school.
of
month
Sunday
,
outli.„
not
is
"shift
prophet
1s
4-0
that:4
is said
- deem -tete
extreme care of their pullets at
The seventh grade has been makSome of our fellow school-mates
without honor save in his own
afternoon on-their diamond when
because winter is com- were °in a wreck Sunday night.
present
the
slugand
fielding
while this may be ing posters about vitamins.
and
country"
Compariy 1517s
in
ing on arid pullets should be
Miss Reba Nell Rogers has been
when the car in which they ,,were
Ating_proved to be more, than Me
true---we "nay" be. saylng._coust
weeksa - vigorous condition and able- to riding collided' with:- andther Car.
appreciate the in- absent'from school for two
highly
should
iltuff could cope siitK.."-Are nnat
ankle. We
withstand- the cold and at the They
were J ohn. Breht, and
him in his own home on account of a sprained
shows
terest
lesture to a championship season
same time Produce eggs. The Speight Wilhants. With them were
she will be back soon.
town last Thursday night. And hope
the Cuirs as:sembled their fullest
-has been workCounty Agent. while on vacation. Mrs. pearl Williams, .blr, and Mrs.
our big man of brawn as ..The second grade
knowing
strength and displayed their best
about 'The
otesegiag a flock of some 90 Leg- Ruel Clark. and Mr. Kenie WillWe believe that such pal- ing -on some posters
do.
we
teamwork holding the Bluff h:.".'.ess
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hOrn-Tullets which were hatched iams. The driver ..cif ,..the other
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are within his heart.
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eow keep the allot, a
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of
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Elurnice Brown, veteran
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month
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follows:
as
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were
month of schOol is
were badly.'damaged, but no 'one
Noe a modern akin creme .053
this community and according to •Second grade: Charles Ed Rogers,
Cubs' pitching staff.- hurl'-his' of September they averaged 844
Breht
and
John
hurt.
the akin of the
free
seriously
00
was
our news sleuth, the old'key hole Harry Ed Rogers, Lenith Rogers, Mm" of werni-widlliedarketung parte:Yea cordaery
best game')for the seaRin and al- eggs per pullet. This flock has
received some bruises on the head.
Often wily 5 nights a
eanows
artist. we
cannot
cremes
peep-peep
sniff-sniff
lowed only two hits. With unusoal been raised under farm coriditions
Rex Stone, Helen Cooper, Martha enough to •
am.oar haw —
Mr. and _Mrs. Ruel Clark 'and
found, out that according to the Jo Fain, Billy Camp Kelly.
dionms: and to eliminate
• control and the backing of Wil- with a generous supply of _feed
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daughter. Norma Kay. of Murray,
heeds. freckle. Ask
ugly surface
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the
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Creme today' Third grade: Emma Lee Man- for Golder
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Galen
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he
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ning, Mary Stone.
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finally
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heaviest
that has done considerably better the Tennessee River Sunday after- Guinn Williams. Patsy Kelly, Charley Chase in "Kell) the Second." at Hobson
Fourth grade: Louise Sheridan.
Corner Drug Store
with his Delilah. While he has
night. starting at 10:30.
al second played his chaniteristic than this but records are not availFriday
Theatre
the
Capitol
Lucille
at
Show
Crouch,
Sue
Mrs.
Midnight
of
grade:
guests
Fifth
noon and were
plenty of hair to cut and possibly Sheridan, Frances Rogers.
tight': fielding stoppirit every- able for publication. at _present.
Mamie Wainseott.
would retain his strength even
thins near his territory including
Williams.
Cochran,
James
Houses should be free from
pie
a
Seventh grade: Nell Sheridan.
Seventh grade:
We are planning to have
hot line drives into a grassy drafts with windows 'for plenty of
Vick,
with a shave, we do hand out our
Juanita
grade:
Second
and
everyone Leon Jonts. Marcile Riley,
hope
Our visitors for the past week
and
soon
suppet
encongratulations. Of course every- were as follows: Ruby Darnell,
outfield.. Miller's "long arm"
— •• Winnie Belle Williamson.
light. A fine practice these cool will attend.
Myers.
Dean
Angie
111 to throw Steel out at days is to have plenty of straw on
abled •11.1.
Third grade: Rokie Evelyn Wil- one knows that Galen is very Clara Nell Johnston, Eulalia JohnsEighth grade: Dorris Ezell, Pat
A wedding of much interest was
clever in his work and all that,
second on a forced play after the floor - so that the, birds can
Haden Washer, liamson.
Hetty
James
and
Miss
and
Carson,
ton, Eula L,ee Rogers.
Willis
Bert
thart.1
but seeing as how his wife, the
Teaks drive into left field had scratch in .the -straw' for grain
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They
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Tenn.
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of
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Key,
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Martha
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former
gone for a. hif:. Cunningham on using- a rake or fork to cover it.
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were given a miscellaneous shower Dean Pace, and Meredith Story.
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Egrnest Vick, and was a school teacher, looks like
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Hurt
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near
las& Friday.
he is prearing against the necesleads and Dunn playing third was lights should be turned on at 4 p.
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Last Sunday a birthday dinner Alice James, Ralph
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Dorothy
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Three months of our school have
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near
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Richard
was given at Tom
Anyway, here's hoping passed. Our attendance has been
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hours and do a better job of egg Croch. Miss Karon Morgan. and
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missed any so far.
Mary Elizabeth Johnson.
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Your eyesight is one thing that
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Droppsags should, be, cleaned off
Fred
Senior: Elizabeth - Lawson,•
it doesnt pay to guess about'
Miss Dallas Cathcart visited our
Food stuff's goin:to-pe mighty have moved to Murray. We are
-Maurice "Lefty" Weaxs took the the roost board weekly or even sthool Tuesday afternoon.
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examine them. If you need
Gough, also, for
the Cubs four hats•-and Sanitary.
from school for several days. He
We had perfect attendance din-- congratulate Mrs.
glasses he will prescribe them;
First grade: Eron Williams.- Betty iors, Dorothy Nell Stark, Novise
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sense
good
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sure
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four walks.,
The County Agent has received Jo Lax.
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Broken lenses repicking
tell you so
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-First
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First grade: Jamie Trevathan.
Smotherman and Wrenn Smother- tinue to feel sorry for him.
By W. D. Lassiter
By Dorothy Wilson _
for service in the CCC and assignFifth grade: Martha Lane Poyman.
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nice*
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School is getting
Trevathan,
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ed to this camp were John Arnold
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to the one we made to ner, Dorothy
There have 'been several absent R. L. Myers. Bronda Sue Morton. trip similar
and. Willie Dunn. Almo: William under the direction of Miss ParkCharles Wilkinson, Anna May Trelast
in
Alabama
Shoals
Muscle
this month: We hope we can have Margaret Sue Stewart, Martha Sue
Garrison and Edwin Ross. Murray: er.
Ball Games
year. Before we can make this vathan.
The number of pupils willtsoceat The Farmington boys and girls better attendance next month.
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E. Wright and Malta Baker.
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The teams played two games Vancleave
We are working on some probHugo •Wilson,
• Seventh grade:
with Almo Thursday. The boys' weather permits...
Class B Audio System for benery ea:cosy. llikey
lems at the present as to how we
library
new
We have gotten some
Baker and Laurette
Freda Gay
score was yicl0 in favor 'of Almo.
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clear
may
written by A. A. Mine. Jones,. Doyle Humphreys' name,
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The girls' score was 44, . in Java; books
our
Complete
finance
to
cash
the
secure
also
The Pooh, The was omitted the second month
of Kirksey. This was the boys' They are -Winnie'
trip..
proposed
House at Pooh Corner, When You through mistake.
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last game for this season.
When We
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Miss Polly Allbritten was our
The Campfire girls had their
weekly meeting last Wednesday visitor Thursday.
The Hazel F. F. A. Chapter has
The pupils that have come to
and gave a very intersting probeen working on some acti.'ities
school every day are as follows:
gram.
which we intend to carry out this
Jesse William's. Lavern Williams,
We are still working on the subMiller, year.
Hardiman
Hendon.
Edd
Bill
imto
trying
and
"Health"
:ect of
We are planning on making a
)4atell Lamb,
press upon the members the need Joe Brown Wilson.
Dorothy Wilson.
and
Lamb.
_Hazel
of
We had examinations Thursday
Elizabeth Lawson gave a very
Chirspractor
:nteresting talk on health habits, and Friday.
The honor roll for the month is lliffice at Home,
boa, West main
naming all the minor habits which
as follows: ,
come under the _larger topics.
KENTUCKY
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays
:
PADUCAH
First grade: Lola Pearl Clark,
Evelyn Dell Paschall gave a talk
In Afternoon
Stubbleon the national organization, point- Dicky Allbritten, Euing
Week-End Values in
1 P. XL to 6 P. M.
:ng out certain things for us to re- field, Jesse Williams- .and Lavern
member or learn. Also each member had their part in the meetpoints
the
discussing
:ng by
Newest Fashions, Modes and Prices
brought ,out in the talks.
A new desire to look
There's a new feeling for dressing up this season.
We had almost perfect atte,ncl.
or on the street. A definite trend toward dressoffice,
the
in
best
your
hoping
tare
and
ance at our meeting
you that importantly-dressed
ing up for afternoon. These frocks give
for everyone to be there the next
feeling.
.
Wednesday. .
Note" •
SHEER WOOLS
Two new students have enrolled .
SHEER CREPES
Whether you want a home to live in, a farm to
SILK CREPES
in the primary room. They are
on, or are. looking for a good inliving
BLACK . . GREEN . . . ROMANCE BLVE
.
a
WINE.
make
.
.
.
RUST
Catherine
Williams and
Hollis
in value, now is the

MIDNIGHT SHOW

CAMP MURRAY
CHATTERS

Gough, Kentucky Hercules, Greeted
by Large Crowd in Home Town
Salem School News

Youngitooking Skin
at.35—Now a Reality
For Women 1

'6

DOUBLE VISION

e••

Locust' Grove School

Paschall School News

PARKERS
JEWELRY STORE

New Providence
School News

Macedonia News

Kirksey School News

*

Now 1137 Battery - Opwate4 PHILOO,US

$49.95

Hazel F. P. A.
—
Notes

OUR DELICIOUS MEATS MAKE
SATISFACTORY MEALS

W.C.Oakley

Buy meats that conform to the rigid
standard of our excellent
quality

Smart New Silk Frock's

Real Estate is Rising!

BETTER MEATS AT PRICES THAT
ARE REALLY VALUES

4

$7.95

Murray Meat Market

Honor Roll
Those making A's and Ws for
• the past six _weeks_ are:

Telephone 12

vestment that will increase
time to invest in real property—the foundation of
all values and the value that will be here and
gbod when all others are-gone-

..

Look over these bargains, we have many oth•
not listed here.
of
Concity
the
ng
adjoini
150 acres of land
cord. 75 acres cleared and 75 acres in bottoms.
$600 worth of saleable timber, 5 room dwelling,
tobacco barn, stock barn and other outbuildings.
Quick sale—$2,150 cash.
121 acres 2 miles east of Murray. Beautiful
home, two settlements, plenty of timber, fine outbuildings of ell kinds. 50 acres of land been limed.
$6,200, part cash, balance on time.

ers

Your Choice This Month
FREE!
-

$25.00 Suit
Topcoat

$25.00
c Suit nr Coat

or

$25.00 Free Style Mart Suit or Topcoat from W,
owtr—+-4-4
T. Sledd & Co. You get to make yowl'
Choice:
LADIES!! A Free;$25.00 Dress, Suit or Coat
from the Jack and Jilt Shop. You may, make
your own choice from the modern up to date
styles,
,

53 acres of land, 41 acres cleared, 20 acres in
grass. Fruit trees, new 3-room house, one tobacco
barn, shed on the side. 4-stall stock barn and other outbuildings. One mile and a quarter north of
Lynn Grove. $1,000 cash, the rest on time.

L

58 acres, 3-room house, plenty oE timber, near
Center Ridge church. $275.00 cash.

These to be given away FREE Saturday, November 7

One ticket will be given on each 205 cash
paid on account.
--Kii need to,-be
Only on' ticket drawn for each winner4-.
drawing
the
at
present

A nice lot on South 14th street, 80 by 1561ft., •
back of Mrs. Taz Miller. $300 cash, balance as
rent.
New 5-room house and lot, lot 75 by 175 ft:,
South 9th St., all modern conveniences. $400 cash,
balance ,as rent.
Beautiful 6-roomliiinsenn Olive street, lot 75
by 200 feet, all moderreconveniences. $2,650.

or

now. We
Get those fall and winter clothes ready for wear
Coati,
Suits,
Hats,
wear.
tor
them
prepare
and
press
clean,
Dresses, troves, etc.

Two beautiful lots on North 14th St., across
from the College Home Economics building. They
are 75 by 176 -feet. A real buy.

-Farmer II Rhodes

IMME
234

If you have property for sale at the right
price, LIST WITH US

CLEANERS tel.

•

•

e

-

C

For warmth without weight . . . .
luxury 'without extravagance

PALAT1A SWAGGERS
Unfurred—

$35.00
Raccoon Trimmed—

•

$69.75
stunning 'WagThe colors alone wauld make you want one of these
rust, brown
gers . . luscious shades of raspberry. Scot green, pecan, Its full lines
things
the
youthful
on,
see
one
try
and blusl When you
more than
dd for you, feel the cozy softness of the fabric . . . you'll
wanted!
likely decide that this is the all-round coat you've always
For misses and women.

All Wool FLANNEL ROBES
In copen, navy, wine and royal blue

Sizes small, medium and large.

$5.98
Girls' 2-Piece KNITS
keeps you
The kind of drese tjait brightens up any school day, and wool. In
warm in icy winterrItLaknitted of a lovely quality of soft
navy with rose, rust or aqua Withelarown. Sizes 7 to 16 years

$3.98 and $5.98
—SECOND FLOOR

•

BLOUSES

Casual and dressy blouseit . . adaptations of Paris imports.
tiful display.

A beau-

$2.98,and 43.98

Specially Priced!

-

New Fall TWIN'SWEATERS
short bolero-type eardigans'and regulation twinc
Grand new styles, including sets with and blouse. Solid sets—green, navy, purple, rust.
with matching or contrasting cardiganContrasting sets: brown and rust, navy and Bowie
coronation hltfe7therry and brown::
blue, black and white. Sizes 34 to 40.

$2.98

---RUDY'S--SKCOND FLOOR-----
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New Series No. 469
Judge Gregory
Called by Death
(Continued from Page 1, 1st. Sec.)
resiggied to become Ureted States
District Attorney for the western
half of Kentucky under the Woodrow Wilsen administration. In 1924
he was elected to Congress from
this district.
Decline Tax Post
Judge Gregory was perhaps the
only Kentuckian on record to decline an appointment as chairman
of the Kentucky State Tax Commission. Offered this place by
Governor A. 0. Stanley, Judge
Gregory declined it.
He-was born in Mayfield on October 21. 1877 and taught school
M the city and county after graduation at West Kentucky College.
During his'career Judge Gregory
served as president of the Jefferson Davis Memorial Association.
He was married in 1900 to Miss
Marie Myles, Mayfield and is survived ber•Ides his wife by a daughter, Mrs. Henry K. Hill, Jr., Louisville; his mother, Mrs. W. J. Gregory. Mayfield, a briether, Noble J.
Gregory, Mayfield. and two grandchildren. Henry 'K. Hill and Betty
Gregory Hill, Louisville.
Congressman Gregory served on
two of the foremost committees in
Congress. the Judiciary Committee,
responsible for federal laws that
enacted the Lindbergh kidnap law

and effectively fought gangsters,
kidnapers and other crime violators, running rampant _at the time
thiS legislation was enacted. 'Judge
Gregory was chairman of subcommittee No. 3, on the judiciary
committee and his knowledge of
law and his teem as United States
District Attorney, gave him foremost rank in this department.
Judge Gregory was also a member of the steering committee, and
as secretary of this committee was
responsible for many useful legislative acts. For a time he was
also a'member of the Flood Control Committee.
Ardent Backer of Dam
The appro,priation for a dam on
the lower Tennessee river, now
under construction at Gilbertsville,
Ky., can be directly credited to
Congressman Gregory who became
active as early as December, 1933,
to have Congress pass the approTenpriation to dam the
.
. •lower
nessee.
was a
Gregory
Congressman
Presbyterian
the
of
member
church, an Elk, Odd Fellow, Mason,
Woodman of the World and a
member of the Alpha Tau Omega
College Fraternity. In 1916-1917
he was grand master Of the Kentucky Odd Fellows.
Succeeding Alben W. Barkley as
Congressman from the First District, Judge Gregory was a staunch
New Dealer, and one of the most
ardent supporters of President
Franklin D. Roosevelt.
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SIGHT! I. E

•Lit he cleat abundant light ot these scientifically oesidned lamps bring rebel lo Ured
oyes! Lee o...r beautiful new I. E. S Boner
Light -Beller Sight Lames —designed by
the foremost lighting engineers. smartly styled
by leading d•Signers. Your eyes will revel
Us emu soh, dateless light. JUN *phi for
reeding ot sewing

'

APPROVED

igN

SPECIAL VALUE
Complete with
8 inch opal ease
direct -indirect
reflector

This tracetul I. E. S. Table Lamp is
typlca: of the value; we are offer*.
A duet:. indirect lamp, smartly styled.
with Sc8 inch opal glass reflector
bowl and handsome parchment shade
II stands :8 inches high. providing a
genswi-s cools of clear. white light
This is one of our outstanding values

See this arid
other Spacial
Values in LES.
Approved
Lamps

$2.95
Kentucky-Tennessee Light
and Power Company e

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon October 15, 1936

George Bingham
"Around Town"

id large.

eps you
rool. In

figure on his delivery trucks has
been a familiar one in Murray
each fall and winter.
Lamar Farley, Meefarley's soh,
lebo has been an active member
of the firm for the past several
years, retains his interest in the
firm and the new company will
be known as' Farley at 'Ritterworth.
Mr. Butterworth is_a progregsive
young business' men and farmer
and '.during the past few years
has annually produced some of the
finest tobacco produced in Calloway county. His many, friends
wish him success in his new bustnese,„yenture.

Never BefOre Could You Telephonel
"LonglitIrtance"So Cheaply as Now

Pasteurized
Milk
For Safe
Enerky,

NEW 1937

Budweiser
- -4-

set"-•

-

PHILCO

with Foreign Tuning System and Automatic Tuning

When you buy a bottle of milk, you assume an ol$11...
ration to see that the empty bottle is returned to the route
man or the grocery from which you bought the milk.

look for Brilliance and Clarity
in the Beer yea drink.

DIAL FOREIGN 8T4T/ON`S
BY NAME — IN YOUR OWN
HOME — WITH THE NEW
SPREAD-BAND DIAL

On the new Philco
Spread-Band Dial foreign stktions are spread
farther apart ... named
and located on the dial,
... enabling you
in color.
to tune by name easily,
quickly, accurately! ,

RETURN MILK BOTTLES

EVERYWHER:4,

Prof."- Walter B. Moser, science
teacher at Murray High School,
cut both vein and artery in his left
arm, just above the wrist, while
making a hydrogen demonstration
experiment to the science class

-.—
Debaters Hono
Sam Boyd Nei*

EXCELLENT QUALITY...

DEMAND SUNBURST PRODUCTS
Milk ... Butter ... Buttermilk ... Cream

Order a carton for your
home—NO DEPOSIT
NHEUSER•BUSCH
A
ST. LOUIS

••••••ra

Southern 13411 Telephone and Telegraph Co.

IOU LIIce

REQUIRED

PROF. MOSER SUFFERS CUT

HONOR ROLL _

L. D.-Miller. Heads
- - M.S.TiC. Demos

In Cans• In Bottles
A bee

R. T. Farley, one of Murray's
oldest and highest respected business men, announces this week the
sale of his interest in the Farley
& Son Coal Company to Chesley
young
prominent
Butterwprth,
Mr.
business man and farmer.
Farley retires from business at the
age of 83 and after 31 years in
the coal business in Murray, during which time he has enjoyed the
respect and confidence of all who
have dealt with him. -0
Despite the fact that his years
Ire many and he has been
troubled with a heart ailinent
during the past year or so, Mr.
Farley has remained active and his

Simple materials available to other
violin makers'. But only the
master — Stradivarius — had he
skill and the artistry to create a
viOlin that generations later would
be bought for such a fortune. is
Brewing ingredients, too, — even
the finest — are available to anybody. But today, as in the days
of the old masters, only
skill can make a product
recognized for its connoisseur quality and
character.

brown
lines
ire than
wanted!

Volume CIV

CIRCULATION APRIL 13-2,935, SWORN TO.
DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

Bank of Murray Pays
R. T. Farley Retires, Sells Share
es
in Coal Firm to Chesley Butterworth Last Of Certificat
is today

DRINKARD NAMES
PRECINCTEADS

Some pegs and strings. .. A few
pieces of wood worthabout90cents.

/ag.•
,
.51

$1.50
$2.nn

Neely, laza -wee
Sam Boyd
The Bank of Murray
elected president of the MNIZy
paying the final ceatificates issued
Clay Club of Murray Collego.at
under its re-organiation pleiewhich
its first meeting of the semeree.
was adopted four years ago. The
Edward Kellow, Hardin, was elate.sum, which. plus accrued interest
for two' years is made payable to Monday morning. In performing ed vice-president..
all holders upon demand, is in the
the experiment apiece of glass
SCHOOL SUS DRIVERS
neighborhood of 4185,000.00.
•
tubing burst and penetrated Prof.
Since its reorganization the bank.
All gicilEto.P OE& driVers, if operthe blood
has made remarkable strides and Moser's left wrist cutting
were /hurt in ating a motor driven bus, (that is
is today one of the strongest and vessels. No others
not equipped With "Official License
soundest banking institutions in_the the_hydregen explosion.
Quick thinking on the part 51 Tags"), are required to pefitchase
state Of Kentucky. At the present
probably a $2 Driver's License front the DetiMe ,the deposits and resources of Mr. Moser and stUdente,
a total- partment of Motor Transportation
makflik
by
life
his
saved
in
their
the bank are the tartest
sloping the blood flow from in Frankfort.
quet
history.
A field representative will be in
the laceration.
Under the direction of "George S.
the Circuit Clerk's office next Sat.
Hart, cashier, who was elected to
Many Ballard county farmers are urday to fill out application blanks
that position January 1, 1933, the
seeding redtop this fall, and ex- for the license.
many
made
progress-An
bank has
pect to seed red clover and lespedirections. It was one of the first
Read the Classified Carnin•
deza in the spring.
group of banks to become members
reply:
Times
Ledger de
of the Federal. Deposit Insurance
Oct. 12, 1936
Corporation.
•
Hon. George Bingham
The bank is receiving many conMeyfield Messenger
gratulations upon the successful
Correspondents and local adverMayfield, Ky.
and commendable completion of
Voting Chairmen For Each Polling tisers who get their copy in by its reorganization program.
Monday:—
Sir:
Place in County
Selected
Dees Bank of Hazel
In your "Around Town" of SatJoe T. Parker
urday afternoon you seem to be
Democratic
county
Calloway
Boone Cleaners
The latest long- distance rate reduction, effective
somewhat misled in your state- Chairman C. W. Drinkard names
Spring Creek School
to
admission
the
ments concerning
voting precinct
the
following
1, was the seventh reduction voluntarily made
...September
Lynn
Miler,
senior,
trove,
D.
L.
Paschall School
the football game at Murray on chairmen for the coming DemoYoung
the
of
was elected president
Pleasant Valley School
by the Company in the past ten years, and will save
Friday night. In the contract it cratic presidential election:
Club of Murray State
Co.
Democrats'
Milk
Products
Murray
users many millions of dollars.
telephone
was agreed that the band would
Nels Waggoner, N. W. Murray.
College last Thursday.
Murray Lumber Co.
be admitted free, both at Maynow talk on' station-to-station service a disYou
Gus Robertson, W. Murray.
can
Other Young Demos elected to
Murray Paint & Wallpaper Co.
field and Murray, as well as the
W. H. Broach, S. W. Murray.
tance of 50 miles for as link-as 35c or 1000 miles for
offices were: Harold Edwards,
Coldwater School News
leaders. As to the pep
cheer
D. P. Farris, S. K Murray.
first vice-president; Miss
Murray,
News
School
Backusburg
and greater or less distances at a correspondingly
$1.85
squad, look like they Would be
Ragan McDaniel, N. E. Murray.
Hazel. secretary; and
Herron,
Ann
of
Murray
Bank
low cost.
glad to pay the "four bfts" td
Clarence McDaniel, N. Liberty.
Robert D. Rowland, Mayfield, pubCalloway Lumber Co.
:
:
parade. Its worth it to them as
Raymond Hargrove, Faxon.
Telephoning is the quick, easy, economical and..
licity director.
Stella Gossip
well as the spectators.
Lubie Hale, S. Liberty.
close touch with out-of-town
in
keep
to
way
the election of the ofFollowing
personal
News
Salem
School
And from Mr. Filbeck comes the
,N. Concord.
Gene Pitmen"
ficers Prof. W. M. .Caudill and
Almo Sahool News
relatives and friends. There is no more satisfactory and
answer that the band did get in
Gardie Lassiter, S. Concord.
Prof. L. J. Hortin were selected as
Brooks Chapel
contract.
per
as
free,
pleasing way to extend sympathy or congratulations, —
the gate
Bruce Ferguson. S. E. Concord,
the sponsors of the cfub. Also,
Dexter News
There were bleacher seats for the
Rudy Hendon, Providence
greetings or invitations to out-of-town friends and acto
admitted
ten new members were
Murray Meat Market
band. Seems the Mayfield rooters
Frank Paschall., S. Swann.
•••1•.•
the club. New membeee included:
quaintances, than by -long distance telephone.
Lynn Grove School News
rather than the band stood -While
E. T. Humpbreys, Lynn Grove.
Maker,
Mildred Swann, Lynn Grove; H.
father,
Ky.-Tenn. Light & Power Co.
somewhere,
someone,
there
Isn't
they reposed.
Bun Swann, Lynn Grove..
C. Paschen, Puryear; Wayne Wyatt,
Hazel F. F. A_ News..
• Welmovr- vre-dotet
brother, sister or friend who would be made happier
K VirStory, N. Swann.'
Benton; Randal Burcham,- Union
citifies that you have in your magKirk Brandon. W. Hazel.
by' hearing your voice and talking to you tonight? Ask
City, Tenn.; Seth Farley, Hendernificent city, but as little as we
$2.00 Driver's License
Abe Thompson, E. HazeL
son; Martin Lee Williams, Clinton;
Distancey for rates.
"Long
are we do offer you our best and
Leslie Ellis, Fair.
• Required of Truck Drivers Claude Wilson, Hazel: Vernon Treare proud to do so.'
-;
S.
Brinkley
Bill Manning.
vathan, Murray: and James Over, As for the principle and not
Every driver of a motor vehicle bey, Almo.
Lloyd Edwards, N. Brinkley.
ownprincipal, as you and your proof
the
hauling for hire, whether
Hallett Dunn, Kirksey.
reader have it we're sorry, how0. L. Cain, Kirksey.
er or hired chauffeur of such veLeonard Ritter of Lyon county
Mayfield
at
ever we didn't kick
hicle, is required to take out a obtained good results by soft-curBuel Edmonds, Jackson.
feeorpero
last year over the same trouSte
driver's. license from the Depart- ing his tobacco crop.
Dallas Lancaster, Dexter.
Transportation,
at the gale. Its best that one keep
ment .-of Motor
Loel Culver, Dexter,
the Scout_ motto- "Be Prepared"
Frankfort, at a cost of $2.
J. M. Imes, Almo.
even at the football game.
For the congepience of those perHowever the article did help fill
sons who have not already taken
HUGHES ELECTED
the column.
out this license, there will be a
H. L. Hughes, Murray, was elect- field representative in the office
ed president of the Euclidian Math- of Circuit Clerk C. L. Miller all
Dumas Outland Is
Charged With Robbery ematics Club of Murray State Col- day next Saturday to fill out aplege at its initial meeting of this plication blanks and order the liDumas Outland, paroled convict, semester last Thursday. Mr. Hughes, cense for truck owners and operawas arrested Thursday 'on the a mathematics major, is a senior in tors.
Sj
charge of robbing Nathan Parker, the college.,
J. C. Buster of Russell 'county
44., of ileir $40.00. Outland made
Adair county farmers have used fed 16 calves so that they made
bond of $500.00.
2
1
approximately 2,500 tons of lime- an average daily gain. of 2/
pounds since March.
A Lincoln county farmer obtain- stone in improving their land.
ed 18 tons of Sudan grass hay
In two cuttings on a 6-acre Vact.

Mayfield i"Messenger, Saturday
afternoon:—
"Next time the Mayfield High
School band and the Pep Squad
tetleney le Murray to take part in
the football games they' will take
an extra supply of cash •along to
pay their fifty rents•admissioh fee
at the gate. Because that is what
they had to do last night, and
some of the poor kids didn't have
it with them,- not expecting 'any
such a demand. And I am told
that after all of them finally got
inside most of the band and the
squad had to stand. Of cbtlrite
our kids didn't mind the four bits,
but—oh, well, it may be not the
interest of the thing but the principal. And we are not talking
about the school principal."

Worth about 90 cents and also
$27,500

ull

ry and Stewart Countics,...„
year eisewls
a State of K
the
a year to any
`""other than abovIC.,:

-,•••••

Since January 1, approximately
85 miles of terrace have been built
on 1.700 acres of land in Graves"'
county.

Murray, Kentucky

a year In CallleirolL.
$1*00Marshall, Gray

ts Co.
Milk Produc
una„v.—Tele
phone 191

Don't delay! Mail or bring the coupon to
our store. It entitles you to a Free Home
Trial of any new 1937 Philco. Learn how
Philco's exclusive Foreign Tuning System
with the Spread-Band Dial enables you to

• CHOOSE FROM 52 NEW PHILCOS
Liberal Trade-inn -Or FAST TERMS

1

get and enjoy more overseas stations ...
and tune them by name! See how oae
twirl of the Automatic Tuning Dial brings
you your favorite American stations. But
hurry—offer is limited.

$22.50 up

Farm Radios asiow as $39.95 complete
with long-life hqtteries

N APPLIANCE
JOHNSON-FAI
COMPANY
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NIZE MODER
OR
BUILD
YOU
HELP
'WILL
ES
SERVIC
THESE
TEAR OUT THIS PAGE! STUDY IT!
HINTS ON HOME BUILDING

•

Light in war." Psalms 68:30.
Cecil Brown, son of Witford
Browill. and Cody Weatherford, s.
Fins showers and cool weather. I of Irvan Weatherford, have Se.
to Mio.souristo pick cotten..
• Carrel health is good here.. 'They, that hate the -righteous
with
saftering
A.,_Jeueoi...s
__._11hus_Ts
Planning a home is a popular pastime.. People of evbe.desire:yet" Mmesnies3411-.1 --an injured hand, thought toe, shalt
and occupation are apt to indulge in it, and' the
age
ery
Rain kept the people here free.• bruised, with a corn knife while
results of planning are seldom the same.'Preferences in
; attending the Presbytery at Uns.
cutting corn.
architectural style differ, requirements for living and enmaking' has been the last week.
-differ, expenditures differ. Nevertheless, cer- abh
tertaining
Mrs, 4yetie McClain. Mr. and
order of the day and is' nearly
underlying good construction should al, N.
principles
tain
doughand
Daugherty
Willie
Mrs.
been
•
has
over with now. There
regardless of cost limits or'personal
observed,
Wyatt.
Mr.
be
ways
and
-Ma
WI
Mrs.
ter.
year
'
_
•
more -molasses Made here this
and decoration. These prinefples
the
style
attended
-4
to
Byars
Hardin
as
; and
preference
• '
than for many seasons.
ployed ?liar Chicago, is visiting his extenti-,throngh the entire process of..planning
build-.
"Who hath, known the mind of Daugherty reunion' at Fort Donel- stuck in auger holes for benches..
parants. Mr. and Mrs. Toni Mor,
here.
Outlined
briefly
the Lord" or who heti' been his ! son recently.
are
and'
days.
happiest
ing,
My
ton and 'other ielatives near hate.
1 Mrs. Nancy Towery, if I could
counsellor's. Romans 11:34.
A Baptist preached in a barn on
Billy Porter Camp, son of _Mr.
sagging, and the use of buildL B. Junes, our milk trueksdriv- have an-ended your 77 birthday
its safe 'to plan your home
Tarry's•place here ievently.
and Mrs.'Albert Catnips and a Miss
celebration we woLld 'have talked. Cary
tug paper between the sheather has installed a, new radio.
you
as
house.
loge
cpurch
the
as
.
refused
.
.
was
'He
yourself
were
Murray,
Farmer of near.
ing and outside wall, insulating
'Noth .Rowe of Missouri visited about our school .days. in the.- old
It was reported- that he delivered
'cslI in a competent architect
,
united in marriage.
material should be applied at
his father-in-law. Tommie Swift. 100' scdool house at Maple Spring
beconstruction
actual
1 which was built by.. my, grand- some fine sermons.
before
The greatest optimist I know is
this stage, and the passages
and taMily recently_
your
on
tely
don't
gins. But
Robert Adams. Robert still has
"The earth is the Lord's and the
between studs should be closed
"Scatter thou the people that de- father. Split saplings with sticks
you
own judgment to see
some tobadm, in the field, and
fulness'thereof: the world and they.
with some ineenbustIble matebuilding.
through the actual
doesn't think ft will frost until he
that dwell herein." Psalms 24:1.
•
rial. The selection of good qual• • •
can get it cut.
In reference to-tast week's "Does
ity wood is, of course, of inpers, and drouth heti taken their
Mr. and' MrssoWesey Williersof Be perfeetHebrews 41a Teach that a Person Miss Ella Montgomery
most importance in all construe.toll, there was very little left for Lynn Grove, visited Mrs. Callle I y frank
Once Save Can Be Lost" Does
lion of this type.
Honored by Islagaxine
shelves.
pantry
mistaken
our
you:
Oyl.
are
many
-Olive
with
that
Sunday.
Lassiter
it teach
• as •
architect
and have never been. really con- . Miss Ella Erin Montgomery of
Mrs. Belle Stone of. this •coinnot atDo
heavthe
your
and
verted, never lasted of
SPRING CREEK SCHOOL
New Concord. honored as a Master Munity and Mr. Mamie Meadors
tempt to
builder. Lei
enly gift, never made partakers Farm Homemaker a few years ago of near Cuba were married last
HONOR ROLL
"cheat" on
knots
much
them
them
of the Holy Ghost.
wishing
week.
Here's
Magazine
Wife
Fanner's
by The
the hidden
and Ann Jones. and the state agricultural college, happiness!
_Misses Jean
Primer: James S. Johnson, Betty exactly
features.- of
the
what
daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Toy has just recaived another recogniRuth
Patsy
Mrs. Cattle - Lassiter is busily 'en- June Cunningham,
Slew bsuite.
Jones were . afternoon guests of tion.
TOTAL amount you can spend
gaged in quilting a quilt, which Swift, and Eva Marie Wilson.
Ms better,
to
willing
be
And
to.
Mrs. Nannie Stringer Sunday. They
amounts
First grade: Junior Bolen, Betty
She has been appointed.a "Read- she intends to give Mia-Sullins of
1i I thaately,
It
for
compromises.
▪ l▪ o
some
&rept
eaitie tier some peas and some new
Wiler Tester" by this same magazine near Bell' City. Melt -Sullins loat Jtine Drinkard, and Margaret
fade with=
+ERA.
of
all
that
bet
safe
a
almost
Is
molasses.
of her outstanding ability her home and all the contents by liams.
MR an *Vita room or a finer
"because
'not
mill
want
you
&
Times'
Ledger
to
Best wishes
the features
Second grade: Hugh E. Johnson,
in Modern homemak- lightning early in the summer.
success
wall finish than to depend on
and
burncoal
controls
fires
and
price
feeds,
the
Stokol
and
•
editor, his staff, correspondents,
be available within
Master' Byron Lee Miller. three Thomas ..Wilson, Geneva ....Moody.
4111.!
poor plumbing or wiring. The
ing."
After
yourself.
readers.
limit you set for
••••
ing furnaces automatically—saves time •
weeks old -MTh of Mr. and Mrs. Nell Oglesby.
of pipe material should
choice
is
Montgomery
Miss
tester
a
As
'
not
construction has started, do
All read Genesis 8:22.
Third grade: Charles L. Nanny
Audie Miller, is suffering with a
be determined by the experience
and money--Assures clean, uniform heat
•
-Old Glory* one of a carefully selected group cold.
-attempt to give instructions to
and Dorothy Butler.
of local builders And plumbers.
of 500 farm women of The nation
the workmen on the job. DisFifth grade: Eva Nell Armstrong
The people of this district has
Different types in water and
will test manufactured prowho
wish
may
you
changes
any
Cuss
d
'Place
stoker.
Drinkard.
certainly suffered a great loss in and Imogene
Install your st8rol Automat- most dependable
soil have different effects on
determine whether they
and
ducts
or
architect
the
with
make
to
prepared
one
"C"
only
Those that have
the passing of Hon. Voris Gregory
a. Stoker now. Enjoy the your order now-be
metal, and a choice should not
are suited to farm home condibander, and let them handle the
- - - a loss which is all the great- this month are: Virginia Brooks
health and comfort of con- f o r winter - avoid possible
be made until the facts about
tions.
the
that
find
youll
details,
_
er at this time, when the country Butler,. Sybil Oglesby,. .and, Yester
controlled. automatic pricu_ increases.
Joni
local conditions have been decross
a
give
women
500
These
getting
means'
'of
effective
are
most
Three months of our school
the gigan- Crouse.
befit all winter. Stokol fires
termined.
i
homes. is still struggling with
the result you want. _
gone. Several students have been section of American farm
Those that didn't miss a day this
tic problems. as the aftermath of
yiur
coal .. burning heatios
S 's
others
farms,
large
• • •
on
live
Some
absent on account of work and
be month are: Junior Bolen, -Hugh E.
will
It
tie
great
depression.
plant-Miens inexpensive coal
STOKOL FEATURES
small; some are farm owners, othWhen
attended
almost
who
in
Those
Bobby
mumps.
C.
W.
Lawrence,
3ohnson,
can
that
a
man
find
to
bills-eredifficult
fuel
your
--lowers
use stoves
plumbing
EXCLUSIVE
r school every day _am James ers are renters: they
G. Watson, Thomas Wilson, Charles any con
so capably handle these affairs.
quires little attention. Hopper
burning various kinds of fuel.
fixtures are
Jackie
straction.
Smith.
Pat
Joe
D.
T.
Fulton,
Hutchens.
i
Robert
Nanny.
L.
has
been
who
Willie Murdock.
models had.enough for one to
varies from two
tally Automatic-Thermosbeing in; L. Manning. Billie Triplett, Clay- Size of fanatics
to the Veteran's Hospital at Hines, Wilsons -James H. Armstrong, Ur- toda y,
two days. No ash. NO dirt. No
tatically Controlled.
members to a dozen.
stalled the
Lockhart.
on
Kathline
McKenzie
We ban Belcher, Dwight Watson. Ma- wood plays
Friday.
home
returned
Ill.,
grates.
Food products for example, will
elimination
HutchTaylor. Lorene
con McClure, Betty J. Cunningham, an Wiwi..
_
•
flyilraalie Oil Tratoutissiou.
- .. 'Jean
. Wilma
•-•'•
test, but sincerely hope Mr. Murdock is imof joints
ens....Myrtis Haylana ?Oyler and not only get' a preparation
Patsy Rs Swifts Eva M. Wilson. ant
in
health.
proved
Sumos- is built by enginwill inevitably get an "appetite
around
Nt...Shear Pins.
Virginia Dare Thomas.
Cletus Canter, our efficient Milk Virginia B. Butler, Petty J. Drink- Frame conwho eat
eers-guaranteed for 2 yearsthem is desirable: consequently,
We are now looking forward and test" from the families
ard, kargaret Williams, Geneva struction,
the
Hopper.
to
hospital
was
carried
hauler,
.Airtight
will be
has many patenteds-exclusive
those units in one piece are favplanning for our Halloween .pro- them. The homemakers
Moody. Dorothy Butler, Robbie J. finished
from
appendisuffering
Saturday,
economy features. -20.000 satisSafe, Clean. Dependable.
able to see, too, whether the'reciored by many builders. These
with clapboards, shingles or
cram,
Swift, Mary J. Swift, Frankie M.
citis.
size for farm
fied owners assure you of the
Fixtures, according to their destucco, or veneered with brick .
Those esii the honor roll for the pes are the right
Ill
at Travis, Anna L. Williams, Eva N.
quite
is
Arlon
Sheridan
farnAlies.
sign tial vie. can be of vitreous
-.ethat
Patella
popular.
is
atone.
or
Drinkard,
Imogene
third 'month 'are axfulkoest
Armstrong,
this Writing.
If a product is found good for
china, enameled iron, monel
shmild be watched in frame
. First grade: Wilma Jean Taylor,
lf we don't get some new bridges Sarah J. Moody, Earlene Tidwell,
farm home 'use the manufacturers
metal or stainless sty!. Pro"bridging"
include
construction
M.
Anna
and
' Dorothy Sue Mortis.
Johnson.
S.
Kathryn
on our road soon we shall all be
fixtures
hanging
will be allowed' to label it with a
vision for
eall
and
joists
floor
etween
Fourth grade: Billie Triplett.
airplanes, or Travis.
'Seal of Ap- forced to purchase
should be made whea the
truss
simple
a
of
use
the
Muds.
Seventh grade: Lorene Hutchens. specia'rReaedr-Test
else remaip at home.
proval, which will be a buying
framework of the house is con' NORTH Felt Kilt
ett()NE 777
°ter wide openings to present
Myres Hayiand Taylor.
Dick Morton who has been em- ft Pays to Read the Clamilleds
everywhere.
women
farm
for
guide
Eighth grade: Virginia Thomas.
•
Recipe Test Sagan
As one of her first tests Miss
////,`,/7
Montgomery has been trying- a
simple new device which determ-T E
ines the exact amount of sugar a
IB SY0
certain batch of juice requires for
jelly making, and shows whether
additional pectin is needed.

Brook's Chapel

Suggestions forSounder Construction

and

•

INSTALL A

TOK

•

The First Engineered Automatic

STOKER

's-17

Hickory Grove
School

i

kt,

J. B. FARRIS

ie

-Spend This Winter in
Your Own
/ Home

Winter Comfort is a
Matter of
Preparation

o

7

Protemus Palaver
1
4
)

I guess I must have gotten my
letter in too late. Anyway it was
a week later than was ,intended.
and consequently sounded yeti'
stale.
Mr. E. P. Phillips' article on
"Living at Home" sure was fine
but we are like the proverbial
grasshopper this year-have nothing laid away for 'winter. We
planted as usual but after the Mexican beetles, Army bugs. grassho0-

ROM/11/CM!

Rental Increases Are
Predicted By Survey,

••
—

In Building n New Home OrModernizing Your Old One Don't
,
Forget Electricity
-

9or?

•

-Few homes.have enough electric outlets or
enough'electrica-1.appliances which-can be opeKated,for only a -1'0v cents a day.

DOLLARS WASTED
ON UPKEEP CAN'T
BUY NEW ROADS

•

'
Every _woman today realizes that her
'home is one, placetlrat Always keeps -her rushing. Meals to prepare, dishes to -do, washing
every
and ironing,,,Austing and cleaning:.
minute demanding her ednistant attention.
,

Inferior roads geetn cheap and
easy to build. They etretch a
paving fund so that covers
a lot of territory. Bet-after
year or two, the trouble began! Maintenance costs go
up and up.

wise woman is learning fast 7 .%
she's using the one big bargain item in her budget,. electricity,, to save many • precious mom. tits of her timer An elearir washer and
-e tiliast-Wichine. a modern electric range and
,
refrigreatrit an efficient vaccuum cleaner, an
electric dish Ava.her,. electris, kitchen waste
unit. •
Alkithet,- and st:ciiTs-of other helpful
•
laces reduce expenAes; inerease efficiency
and sit•ve lots of time and energy;
-

-- inoderti7-Eleetrical
POrchise
from any rgliable dealer.anywhere.

CONCRETE IS THE REAL
LOW-COST ROAD

,
/
,,
/.17.14•Y47/
011W/7,14W4V/////.9//. w'

•

FREE

and

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
(I, lkierchsnr1 Rink Sidi

All oyez'the nation the story is the same—the housing shortage not yet met and rents increasing.
The FHA makes it possible for almost every family,
even those of limited means, to haye a home of their own
—like they want it. You pay just like rent and there are
_no "excess chacges" and high interest rates, such as used
to hold back thcie who wanted homes.
(
There's still plenty of time to build before winter
but you should start now. Free estimates and adviCe..
Come in and letus talk-Over your ideas for building and
repairing.
•

Concrete's smooth, non-skid
surface is safe and satisfactory
to drive on.It speedsup traffic
... reduces accidents.; ; you
save in gas, tires and repairs.

•

'Murray, Kentucky

Why Pay Rent ando
Have N? Return?

To be given away Saturday, Dec. 12

Insist on concrete for your
roads.

KENTUCKY-TENNESSEE LIGHT St POWER CO.

Minneapolis, alfrin., Oct. 3.-In
spite of a-71 per cent increase in
home .buildings volume so far in
housing
!Ma,- the accumulated
shortage has. been little affected in
57 out of 74 cities reporting in a
recent rental survey,.
Numerous increases in lapse and
anartment rental rates were made
on September 1, in 58 of the cities,
the report shows, with- ies.s—a
ranging as high as 30 per cent.
Further rent boosts were expected
in other cities between now and
May 1, 1937.

That's telly it's wise—and economical — to build concrete
roads. Concrete,,lasts! h requiree-ahnost no upkeep.'

For commitor Mionsidoo wits to

BEAUTIFUL 2-PIECE
LIVING ROOM
SUITE
4-Piece WALNUT FIN,ISH BED ROOM
SUITE
on display. at'Crass Furniture store
•
Get Complete Details
from ,us
•

We can show you how to get the utmost value in
building"andmodernizing for your money.
• .For Many years the various member's of our organi4ation have seryed The people of Calloway county.'Note
the number Of pei-sons using our material and ask them
about Murray Lumber company's service.
•

MIIIIRAY T WABER CO.
Phone.262

410
,
/4"/".44
/06459r/A•WAPV

•

•

•

•••••••••••

A

•

•

„,
44▪‘

•

I "•••

a

There'll Never be a
Better Time Than
Now

Greater Building Activity
Fails to Meet Housing
Shortage, Report

Check all-,the rooms in your honse;te.sure
you get plenty of ,outlets and -complete modernizing equipment for eve'ry nook and corner.

.hz-zcsanawzr4411.,

411.

"-Everything to Build Anything"
Depot Street
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huller News
,
Mrs. Joe Pritchett and Mrs. Wes the last six weeks. We were glad
or whiter than our building since
Mrs. Pick Rose, 'Detroit, Miss Grace Wilson.
We gave a program two weeks
used.
and painted the Brown were Murray shoppers Sat- to get last Friday off. School was
repaired
have
we
RogNell
Freida
grade:
Seventh
Nellie
Mrs.
• • *
Theo Gunter:Paducah,
ago. Everyone seemed to enjoy it.
Where
dismissed for F.D.E.A.
Nell exterior and interior of all the urday.
Pigue, Fulton, Mrs. Hiner Cun- er's, Marjorie Arnett. Barbara
wood shin-E I tattle
Our softball team and Kirksey's We also gave a play entitled
.
MOM,
home
returned
Marlon
Scot?
Scherffius,
Anna
Mrs.
Ruth
Harris,
ningham, Chicago, Mrs. Fad West,
Betty" during the fair.
wiring In
g lesare
We are planning to organize de- avith her daughters, Mrs. Dannie team played a nice game Thurs- napping
Mayfield, Mrs. Bessie Thomas and Murdock.
A contest was held by the classes
used, they
The score was 2-0 In favor
the home
day.
can
we
as
soon'
as
bating
teams
HarMurven
vaccigiving
Mrs.
and
still
Fergerson
Dr. Outland is
Miss Hill of Paris, Tenn, Mr. and
be
should
has -underof Almo. The girls' game was during the fair. The class that
get the necessary materials to go gis, Centralial,
Mrs: -Tom McPherton and Mrs. nations to the students. Thursnailed only
short that they hardly got start- donated the Most to the Food Degone many
so
stuseveral
are
to
as
work
there
be
to
Mrs. Hayden Walston and son, ed. Their score was 4-1 in Kirk-_ partment got to a choice ball game
Millard Erwin and son of Louis- day will be his last day
over wood
eh:M(1ft ED
debating.
in
dents
interested
Billie, spent Saturday and Sun- sey's -favor.
ville, Mrs. Leon Phillips and chil- with us:"
free of charge. Our class wan in
sheathing.
recent
The set of leather bound encyc- day in Benton.
School was dismissed last Friday
*
dren, and Mrs. Ermine Wright, of
the contest.
fair
Faxon's
attend
to
'Edge grain'
intend
We
years. * The
Mr.
that the teachers might attend lopedias, given to the school by
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ernstberger
ac-rose the annual' Hollow Rock, Tenn., Mrs. J. L. so
(thae out ac
ider us e
Watson, the principal, have helped and little daughter, Jo and Mrs. next Friday. We have a softball
meeting.
F.D.E.A.
the
Mrs.
Ky.,
Thompkinsville,
is' • •
It pays to read the elasetfied ads.
rings of the wood) are the best Ellis,
game scheduled with them.
The freshmen play entitled "The to explain many things and have Murray Roe and son Merle, Mrs,
Annie Laura Motheral, Sedalia,
/selection for long life.
of electrical appliances of all
work
the
in
wonderfully
helped
out
given
be
will.
Hill"
the
Across
Path
Norma
Burnett Jones and daughter,
Mrs. Nannie Paschall of Tennessee.
kinds has made provision for
of the students. *
Joyce, of Jackson, Wildersville,
Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Ellis and Saturday evening, October 24.
Men, cioes...this picture
adequate outleta important; planand
boys
teams.
both
first
The
Friday
for
program
free
Our
and Huntington. Tenn.. spent Sunbaby. Paducah, the Rea: Gene Erning placements of the large
bring up unpleasant
High
girls,
from
Junior
Coldwater
of
consist
will
16,
day with Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Edwin of Florida, Miss Elizabeth night, October
pieces of furniture before wiring
School, met the first teams of wards.
memories of last winand Max the following one act plays:
Tenn.,
raschalla*Puryear,
facilitates A good arrangement of
"Detour Ahead", given by juniors Farmington High School Thursday,
On October 3, Miss Lottice Orr Nance were those attending the
Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Reeves
ter? Such'experiences
these conseniences. New types
softball
last
for
2,
our
October
and seniors. The cast follows:
and Roy Hartsfield, Miss May
and children of Almo apent Sunhere.
-certainly take a lot of
of non-metallic sheathed cable Brandon and Maylon Trease were revial services
Linda Ramsey, who loves the games of the season. Splendid day with Mrs. Will Reeves.
Among those who entertained
make for greater safety In in- united in malriage at the home of
were played by the teams
games
Ramsey,
David
Millet;
Reba
by out of life.
farm,
Odie
Mrs.
were
who
Andrus,
Opal
Mrs.
distance
a
'from
relatives
terior wiring, and the use of a
grandfather, James Kelso; and were enjoyed by a large Anderson, Mrs. Cletus Parish, Mrs.
the Rev. J. J. Gough with Elder In attendance at the revival were her
circuit bre.ker instead of a fuse
Gough officiating at the double Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Hayes, Mr. and Jame Moorehead, a neighbor, Er- crowd. The Farmington girls de- Beatrice McDermick, all of Padubox makes this safety device. ceremony.
feated the Coldwater girls by a cah spent Sunday with Mrs. HenMrs. Wilburn Cunningham, 'Mr. van Routen; Mrs. Moorehead, his
supmore cons enient. Wiring
Mr-. and Mrs. Houston Paschall and Mrs. Jack Humphreys, Mr. wife, Mary Anderson; Charles score of 7-1. The Coldwater boys eriatta Jones.
plies should bear taiga or im- and children. Martha and Charles.
opponents quite a tusMrs. Wes Brown gave a shower
Mrs. L. Ellis, Shannon Ellis, SChuck/Allen, county agent, J. R. gave their
prints signifying the approval visited Mr. and Mrs. Loman Wil- and
Mr. and Jones; Vincent Stevens, filling sta- sle. The game ended 5-4, a victory in honor of Mrs. Wavel Pritchett
family,
Erwin—and
Jim
'of the unFarmington
The
for
Farmington.
StevMrs.
-last
Kelly;
SOD, Henry county, Tenn.,
at her home. Those present were
Mrs. Tom Ltuigid_op, Mrs. Matt tion owner, W. D.
d e r writing
ys and girls are to be compli- Mrs. Alfin Hopkins, Mrs. Lois
week.
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. Huse Webb, ens, his wife, Ada Neale. Time: -a
La boratortheir
mented
for
sportsmanship
small
'ttm-1hll afternoon. Place: a
Mrs. Joe Brandon who has been Mr. and Mrs. Gahm James,
Reeves, Mrs. Will Reeves, Mrs.
les, to asunim- and courtesy.
confined to her ned with illness and Mrs. Jim Orr, Mr. and Mrs. fruit farm, oia a lonely,
Earl Gay, Mrs. Pat Mathis, Mrs.
sere the
MonBasketball practice begikk
-for several days irnlowly improv- John Mciaherson, Mr. and Mrs. proved side road, somewhere in
Jessie
Mrs.
Walston,
Irla,yden
best operaday morning. The boys appear to Mathis, Mrs. Ralph McDaniel, Mrs.
ing.
Dennis Boyd. Mr. and Mrs. Tom Middle West.
to n and
They will also give "The Two be in fine shape and anxious to Lander Curd, Mrs. Rudy Jackson,
Eston Paschall. of Detroit, who Erwin, Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence
and greater
lace 'em in the rack."
received a short .vacation, made a canunaghami Mr. and Mrs. Will Little Hitch-hikers" with the folMrs. Euple Mathis, Mrs. Etta Hops • •
The students in all grades are
hurried visit with relatives in Ten- Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. Less Jones. lowing cast:
kins. Mrs. Joe Pritchett, Mrs.
•
In painting, certain principles nessee and Kentucky, leaving for
Mrs. Morgan, an attractive wife, doing excellent work, the teachers Y. Pritchett, Mrs. Emma Mathis,
The revival closed October 'IL
reellfig
lie observed. Where home. October • 3 accompanied by preceded by Quarterly meeting Rebecca Armstrong; Mr. Morgan; report.
should
Mrs. Caldwell, Mrs. Wes Brown,
An old time Fiddlers Contest will
knots occur in the wood, they Mrs. Paschall, who had spent October 3 with Presiding Elder an average husband. Teddy Webb;
Mrs. Wavel Pritchett, and Mrs.
should be shellacked before several weeks with her parents, Taylor of Paris in charge. On Betty Lou, their eight year old be given at school on Saturday Mere Andrus. Those sending gifts
•
night.
October
17.
they are
Elder and Mrs. Robbins of Cottage Tuesday Mrs. K. G. Dunn, 'label. daughter, Martha Nett Stark: JunMrs. Clynt Skaggs. Mrs.
were
The nights are getting cooler and
MAnighi: Home to a chilly house and 0 towing the furnace? An ANCHOR
painted, for
Grove. Mrs. Galon Paschall and 'and Bra. Joseph Moore, Murray, ior, their ten year old son. Warren
Gladys Garland, Mrs. Maxie Puckthe days are growing shorter. From
this ghastly greeting from a cold ho. KOLSTOKER will autornetkally prothe resin
son, A. T., accompanied them home conducted a prayer and exPeiience Ervan.
ett, Mrs. Hugh Edwards. Miss
now until late next spring many
_vide clean, healthy, even
comedy.
act
one
a
N%111
conNancey!",
MAC.. Without some regular
"Ask
for a two week's visit.
ErnstLee
s.
Mr
were
Fergerson,
there
which
at
Beulah
meeting
days will be damp, dark, and dis- berger. Mrs. Lewis Ernstberger,
heat, under thermostat continue to
Prayer meeting will be held shouts of victory, The 15 revival The cast follows:
temperature control, Firas i
Mother,-the stepmother of Mary. couraging and on such days as Mrs. Frank Starks and Mrs. Claude
some thru
at the home of Mr..and Mrs. T. W. sermons were by the pastor, the
trol— better lseat at lower
do go Out— and no time is
and stain
Quthrie next Saturday night. This Rev. K. G. Dunn. There were Ann, Beaty, hnd mother of Nancy, these when our school rooms will Thorn. coat........ A dependebla
ever a convenient time to
the paint if
home is at the late *Henry Wilson several conversions. Those who Ruth Cole; Cousin Judy. father's be light and cheerful, I am sure
Mr. and Mrs. Legal Jackson are
servant on the cerklest
bsold 8 Fat.... Why woery
we
not
few
will
regret
the
minutes
Mary,
Wilson;
school
Sylvester
Smotherman
this precauplace, near
the proud parents of a baby boy,
united with the church on pro- cousin,
.
..
winter
rebuilding fits, or
with
sa:/ent
after
school
our
installing
-the
Ann,
Wright:tion is not
born Friday.—C. A.
fession of -faitb were Dorris Cole, the beatity, - Stie
new
lighting
--------system.
Beaty,
paint
taken. In preparation for
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence .Adams of Ila Nell Nesbitt. Na Grey Nesvitt. athlete, Mary Ella - Marton;
ing, nails used in outside con- near Pottertown, were week end Earl Cooper, and Hubert Cunning- the student, Lottie Orr; Nancy,
struction should be countersank. visitors with 'their mother, Mrs. ham. Bro Dunn not only preach- herself. Edith Cochran.
INSTALLED UNDER A SATiSEACTION GUARANTEE.
"Rose of the Rileys", a short 2and the holes puttied. And in hianeAria Orr and attended the ed convicting sermons but he had
LET US TELL YOU ABOU1 IT, WITHOUT OBLIGAIION.
coat revival services _at South Pleasant the old fashion "mourners bench", act play 'will be given by the
every me, a priming
}tett
has
The second six weeks
should be used on all new wood. Grove. Quite a number of per- where
ones • prayed seVeriTh' and eaghtla grade.
unsaved
Mrs. Richard Walston and chit- begun. Everybody says they are
Cast of characters:
Beams and floor joists that may sons froth other counter or states through and experienced the ')oy
Miss Crystal Mahan, who adopts dren spent Friday with Mrs. Stone, going to work harder and study
come In contact with moisture were preient once or more at this of salvation. Thanks tap Bro.
r grandmother, near:
Ahno - more this six weeks than they did
should be treated before being reviVaL
others who an orphan, Marjorie Arnett; Rose he
Dunn
and several
'
enT4,777
furnished conveyance to church, Riley, "the orphan", and oldest
11,
•1111111111•••••••••1111,
to people who had no way to go. of Riley clan, Lavonne Rhodes;
Mr. and Mrs. Oby Jones are the Patricia, Rose's sister, Barbara
happy grandparents of a grand- Nelle Harris; Terrence, next in orArmstrong;
Lee
Thomas
daughter born to Mr. and Mrs. der.
Harold Broach October 5. Mother Micheal, the smallest and worst,
and baby are doing well. This James Thomas Stark; Hen Marchild confers the title of great shall, a neighboring deperado,
grandmother to Mrs. Irony Jones. Robert Lee Kelly; Mrs. Winchester
Van Buren, importartaailaily in
town. Freida Nell Rogers; Adolph
Piero, a gentleman with a voice,
Hassel Miller; Mimi, maid, Ruth
eScherffius.
This program will be given OcLast week completed our first
—Fn. 6...ea-teary
tober 16 instead of October 17.
six weeks of school and those making the honor roll were as follows:
GUY.TEST IT
LET A TOU
Seniors: Odine Svaann.
Juniors: Mary Hayden. Ynema
Rhea, Martha Nell Stark. Fannie
By Rutherford Morgan
Sue Jones.
Someone exclaimed "The little
Sophomores: Ruth Cole, Preston
Cotham, Evelyn Lou Lockhart. _.• Dutch schoolhouse." when our
Miar, school was the topic of conversaFreshmen: Mary Sue
Fat Murdock. Edith Orr, Marg- tion. The Dutch people are noted
for their clean, white buildings
aret Key, Mable. Wilson.
Eighth grade:. Karnell Hutchens, but they couldn't be any cleaner
structed.
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can tw. care of little imps, water, alcohol, alkali, and the hke.
This fast drying varnish gives a lovely high gloss finish on Roots,
woodwork or lurniture--beings beauty end protection to wood
lutioces%,:PQe quart covers a 10 x 14 foot floor, one cost.

nily,
own
are
ased

THIS WEEK,1 quart S-W Ma-not and a $1
handy floor applicator—S1.65 value .. #

and
e • in

Amy SAVING
-1 1r-Ilt

Floor Enamel

For wood, ‘e"
lirioteunt floors.
10
•
easti
ily;
Cle• naost
- 4I
Ova" •""
Oelait'arit"g

g

Enamel
Gloss
Eon:emceol:ti cl-p-40;b•iteuros,
ganiote
liem

O.

44000W0rk,

L° 1,•s.,ire,For
tOYS•_

79c

S-W Serai-Lustre
and woodwork.
For w.us
oft
grease, ink, wash
Soil,
easily. Ones to
a satin finish.
Good .....

¶1, n1
U

Auto Enamel
S-W drying.
Covers solid
Chock
Durable
one coat.
high gloss.

Block,

PAINT

de walls are J.-M.
will never wear out
it.

VALUES
2.

The hollow spaces between the plaster and out side walls and snder the roof are filled
with J.-M. Rock Wool Home Insulation, the most efficient insulation for the home that
science has developed. This material cannot burn and thus will stop the spread of fire.
it will keep the house unbelievably cool in summer and will save up to 30 per cent in fuel
bills in winter.

3.

The interior plastered walls are reinforced with J.-M. Steeltex, a patented construction
that passes the most rigid tests of Fire Underwriter's Laboratory. Built on the same
principle as reinforced concrete, it reduces tb a minimum the plaster c ...es and expensive maintenance so common to ovillinary types fo plastered walls.

$5400
UP
The first EASY,,..littasher Was built
In 1877. Today, EASY celebrows its 60th anniversary with
- new 1937 models that are
packed with "birthday gilt"

extra value.
See the new Turbolator that washes•ALL

81c

.
Pint .
higher)
(COlore slightly

MURRAY PAINT azVALLPAPER COMPANY
Phone 323
North Fourth Street ,
oar Exclusive Paint and

tre0

The complete outside covering of the house, the roof and exterior
Asbestoi Shingles, a material that will not burn, rot Or corrode th
and will eliminate the need for spending money for paint to-r

I.

Quick Drying

inter

The development of thtse new modern building materials has 4one much in
making homes more comfortable and economical to own.

MAR-NOT VARNISH

aaaal.„.

-

The structural and economical advantages of Johns-Manville Insulation m/ike
these new facts of paramount importance to everyesne who has in mind the bding
or modernizing of a home. And there's never a better opportunity than now th
FHA extending an opportunity to build, modernize or repair and-alike/tent—at
low coat.

Wallpaper Store In Murray

HEADQUARTERS,

the clothes ALL the time—
the new wringers that give'You more conveniences for the money
the new silent gear drive—combined at the lowest prices in hirdoey.

See us about tickets on the Free Chevrolet to be gi -en away,just
before Christmas

EASY WASHERS
--Motor Powered for Farm Homes

JOHNSON-FAIN APPLIANCE CO

Headquarters for
Home
Improvements

Calloway County Lumber Co.
I

Incorpori ,,d

MURRAY, KY. •

PritiThlk

QI/ALITV MATERIALS cm/ DEPENDABLE SERVICE qitaitaAtiid
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PAGE FOUR

Saw Charley Pullen, Ceigle Story,
men would volunteer their serand Iris Smith, motorcycle policevices on such an occasion though.
man who showed thru the miracle
'sinus Spiceland is having a
machine. Paris has very, very
Miss Alex Crouch. agc 76, died broad streets.
At last were having all the rain Fiddler's Contest at Blue Springs
Murray's Main street
School Friday night. October 16.
October 7, - 1936. An extmplary
on North Side of court squarg we need and are already beginning Murray, Pine Bluff, and
- Dover
Christian character. L. V. Henson, looks like a toy pistol.
to
sit
pretty
close
the
to
fireside.
Paris has
men do not miltze when they so
an aged Baptistminister, preached more churSh houses
Life
been
has
rather
uneventful
Than Carter
generously donate their gifts for
the funeral at %rest Fork in a com- had oats: Baptist. Methodist.
Catho- around here lately so there isn't such purposes how many children
mendable . manner. Mrs. Marhina lic, Christian. Adventist.
much
news.
Of
course
Vara
Mrs.
Church_ of
are helped" with better hooks,
Crouch was our "door neighbor" Christ.
Presbyterian. •Penteeost. Jones..-gave her husband -Isuite a -blackboards, and other
necessities.
wham we all esteemed highly.
fright
she
when
went
with•another
One-tottrth of population is colored
• A buisgh of girls and by cele- folks; -they hare hall a dozen girl to a nerby sorghum mill
Dad's Birthday Octobee 16
brated Miss Jimmie Richerson's churches.
late one afternoon, but he was
ninth birthday. October 10. BeauThe Commercial, Bank is a 8- relieved when She ?ante in to He has passed another milestone
tiful granddaughter 'of Mr. and story contraption.
I took--"es'ery- Inn& the gypsies hadn't kidnapped On the winding path of life,
Mrs. Jim Cochran.
Left behind him very swiftly
thing in". Got acquainted.... you her.
Since the refreshing rain sowing
Mrs. Cornelia Kirks was elated One more year of honest strife
•
.
----wheat -is -the order of the day. •Crcissiand
the success of her Fiddler's-'Looking back o'er toil bent -shouldOverby
The corn crop this year. you know, bread.- AU on earth
Contest. There wasn't sufficient
er
he has to eat .
is awful shabby., going at $5 a bar- is old stale bread
standing room for the crowd which Many milestones he can
and
black wal-,
see,
rels who will give six?
caftte. from far and near. She felt And no wonder that he's weary
I'm glaud our colored folks have
Complimented
jay
the
presence
of
As he plods, in reverie.
Esquire Lee Barnett
as Atting
turned from the
"the Calloway countians, Mr. and
ruts to Roose- on as old dilapidated.-eS
uiir that
velt reign? Translated out of the his-daughter 'wanted
Mrs. Joe Baker, Mr. and ..Mrs. Ire- Once he was kaouth. of
id burn up.
vigor
power of depression into better op- Welt it collapsed:
can't tell the land Owen: 'Mr. and Mrs. Cullie Isto 'doubt with his dreams of fame,
portunities. Say white folks. ape rest. "Aunt
Steele,
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Lovins, But te never clifnbed the
Het- said: "1 .reckon
ladder,
• you listeing?
—
prohibitioif ,is coming back. Men Misses Morelle.BlalockAnnie Loy- Duty kept him When'we came
Pedestrians, cars, wagons lined are sick
of seeing women drunk!" ins. Opal 'McClure, Messrs. Hoyt Oft his path has wond thru valleys,
up '200 yards of both side of "Cook At Las'Vegas.
McClure, Oury Lovins, Prentice Hills have loomed
both steep and
Nev. Not thai Way
Breech" on State Highway waiting in Murray "Aunt
and Freeman McCuiston, George
long
Net": I have,
for the swift. deep .water to run never seen a
13unner
and
perhaps
others.
Yet he left for our remembrance.
woman -on a bendei".
down. I am so sick at my gizzard
_A Nunn baby frisen Hutchinson Rare outbursts of lovely aoog,__.
I saw an old man setting on a
;
that I canst- eat anything but cold bench near
district'
died
of
diphtheria
one
the horse swaigping
coffee noirstring any thing but hot ring. sound asleep
last
night
week
enroute
home
from
Bravely he has weathered winters
with-his pocket
cabbage!
book -in his hand. A little further the doctor's office, so now several Sacrificed his health and pride.
are
being
vaccinated.
I walked to church a: Coldwater on a man trying to sell k lazy,
That his loved ones need not suffer,
In spite of the, barn burning That their needs should
Sunday and back, a distance of 7 good for nothing. low-down police
_1*. supmiles. Charley Arnett occupied the biting dog. Some have brudders which has always been used for
plied.
pulpit. Saw Bob Watson's sister. over yander on the udder bright the fair exhibits. Dover had a fair, So I hope his other mile:atones
Saturday exhibiting their fruit. Mark a highway
Addle. of Washington. D. C.. and shore.—"Eagle".
thru cool shade
fancy -work. „etc. in show windows. At the end' of which
daughter, Esther. whom I had not
old daddy
Doug Jones won $5.90 for tht best Will for all his toil be
seen for ages.
'paid.
Ten trench silos have been dug beef type cow
and Clyde Spice—The Chatterbox
Con's folks. Joe Jones and Gus in Caldwell county in whicli to
land won $5.00 for best beef type
were in Paris. Tenn.. Saturday. keep the corn crop.
heifer and $1.00 for best Poland
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Stella Gossip

I

Across the River

WE HAVE KEPT
THE FAITH!

old

•

GROGAN REALTY COMPANY
Office Over Dale & Stubblefield

Real Estate Bought and Sold
FIRE INSURANCE—
Travelers Fire Insurance Co.
Sun Fire Insurance Co":
•

Collecting and adjustiriedi notes and .
- accounts ,
BEN GROGAN, Manager
PHONE 472
MURRAY,KY.

China male hog.
Meddlesome Matty'tried to break
her neck one Saturday at Murray
recently by falling down a step of
that new stair' case of National
Stores Corp. How could she know
there was nothing up those outside steps.
Oury Lcivins left for Detroit'
again recently after another Week's
vacation. Mr. and Ws. Llnus Spiceland
had for their guests last Saturday
Mr. and ,Mrs. Willie Lovirts and
chilkir'efi-.4- Geneva. Hafford. and
Charlie and Mrt. Lena McClure
*and son. Hoyt.
—It was sad that the remains of
Mrs. Emma Hamlin after being
buried- -nine months in the Concord cemetery shad to be moved
because of disputed rights of the
plot. There must be some great
; neighbors in the world it-near 40
•

MRS. IRENE PAGE CASE

Irene Page Case, was born Sept.
3. 103, in Graves county, Ky. She
departed this life Oct. 4. 1936, age
33. years. 1 month. I day. She professed faith in Christ at an early
age and united with the Methodist
Church .in Calloway county where
she held her membership. Her
childhood days were spent in or
around Murray. Ky., where she
obtained her early schooling.
In the latter part of 1928 she
came to Detroit and obtained work
at the R. L. Polk- publishing Co.
She was dutiful and tatthful seldom taking a vacation.
On September 21, 19.3.5. she was
united in marriage...to Paul L. Case
of Sumner, Ill. She was a lying
and -faithful wife thinking only of
others to the very last. She leaves
to mourn her departure a 7-day-old
daughter, Paula Rene; a deeply bereaved husband, her father and
mother, Mrs'and
Mrs. Wesley
Page.' three sisters, Mrs. Gilbert
-Grogan. Mrs: Curtis Holt, Mrs. Eli
Alexander: one brorner, Darrell
Page. also two special friends. Mrs.
Ralph Jones and Robert Barber
all pf Detroit. One sister, Hylv.
preceded her in death.
-Interment was at Stitnner,
.-

Budweiser Is Now
Available in Cans
_

Budweiser beer, long famous as
a popular brand the world steer,
will be offered in ..cans- for the
time to residents of Calloway
at retail stores...End taverns today.
Shipmestsstit thentstelan will be
made from St. Louis to distributing
points all over the country.
While Anheuser-Bush. follows a
number of other breweries in placing its product in cans, it does so
now with the assurance that use
6?' the "tin- is practical and will
in no way jeopardize the company's reputation for'fine beer.
The Budweiser can is aristocrat
in appearance. It is of a rich golden color with red and jet trimmings.

'

(0E1EV10LET1937
CatIle

Four years ago, in the darkest
gloom of the depression, recognizing the unusual emergency conditions which
. faced this country and
frankly considering the situation
with which all banks had to con'tend in the form of rapidly declining values in real estate and bonds,
The Bank of Murray -wentliankly
to its stockholders did" aepositors
an4I4aid-its cards face up on the table.
Just exactly four years ago on
this date a reorganization plan was
worked out between all ihterested
parties and put into effrct. The
Stockholders of the Bank of Murray at that time agreed to contribute their investments in the capital stock. The depOittors agreed
to take 70 per cent of their balances in certificates due two, three
and four years from that date and
to take the remainder in capital
stock and surplus.

By Agreement of
Stockholders and
Depositors
On October 15, 1932,
Fully Completed!

Two years ar; one-fourth of
those balances,-' were promptly
paid; one yea/ago another four
was promptly paid. Today,it gives
us no sin$41 amount of pride and
pleasure/to announce that the remainitig one-half of your deposit
under this 'agreement is due and
payable, including their accrued
'interest, and that we are delighted
to inform you that you may call at
the bank whenever you are ready.
and receive your money.

Every
Depositor
PAID IN FULL
OVER $384,000.00
Considerably more than a third of -a. million dollars was to the credit of' depositors in the Bank of Murray under the re-organization agreement of October 15,
1932.
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The last of it is now due and payable and ready
upon each -depositors call.
We are delighted to mark this obligation to the
people of Calloway county —

"PAID IN FULL"

The Bank of Murray has "kept the faith." The plan
has worked proving its soundness. We thank you for
your co-operation in working out this important phase in
our history and look forward witk.you to a brighter and
better future.

Not Everybody its
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody relds

S

Re-Organization of Bank
of Murray

"WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS AND WILL TAKE
GOOD CARE OF IT" -

MaKr a- Friend Recaniads
BLACK-D RAU("HTwho have taken glad
,
naturally are enthusiastic
t because of .the '4efreshing
It has brought theta. No umder they urge others to try itI . . .
Ms. Joe 0. Roberts, of Portersrille,
Ala, writes: A friend recommended
Itlact-Draught to me a long time

e

ago. red it has proved Its worth to am
Wrack-OrswgtS Is good tor corlittpallost.
2 nag thst lady Ittaelt-Draughs primate
the bellows hgallawhos which I =Is
bona- . . ,• MOW vert•twhi•
gar Mist of

CONSTIPATION, BILIOUS/CM

'Bea* ol 16,x,vcca

LUMBER

I have purchased the
Scott Sawmill, located on
the best of roads running
--s._ from M_urray to Paris and
connected with my mills in
Stewart county, Tenn. I 'will
be able to furnish all kinds
of rough lumber at the ruling market price. Will do
-custom sawing, hauling your
logs to mill, sawing the
lumber and hauling lumber
to your plate of needing it.
Will buy timber delivered to
mill or in the woods. Will
!do custom sawing for a part
I of the lumber. Your business will be appreciated.
W. D. SYKES

Officers
W. S. Swann, President
Tremon Beale, Vice. Presldent
George Hart, Cashier
Rev. W. P. Prichard, Vice
President
L. L. Dunn, Assistant Caskier
E. H. Ross, Teller
aElbert Lassiter, 'feller
Sally Whitnell, Book-keeper Martha Wallis, Bookkeeper
Velma Tyree, Bookkeher
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Directors
W. S. Swann, George

Hart,
Max B.rThia, L. N. Moody,
Frank Beaman, J', D. Sexton, Tremon _Beale, M. T.
Morris, L. L: Dunn, Di'.'F. E.
Crawford, L. E. Wyatt, J. H.
Churchill, .M. 0. Wtather,
E. J. Reale, Rev. W. P.
Prichard.
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